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This work discusses how telecommunication configuration software was implemented for a 

microcomputer Local Area Network (LAN) system. The idea is to allow workstation applications in 

a LAN to communicate through a gateway over a Wide Area Network (WAN). After first generating 

common use basic components, a customer product, OSICONF, was developed.

By configuring OSI telecommunication software package with OSICONF, applications running on 

OSI layers 1-5, like File Transfer, Access and Management (FTAM) and X.400 mail system, plus 

other products running on OSI layers 1-3, like 3270 terminal emulation on SNA gateway program, 

LAN Manager on Remote NetBIOS Access (RNA) program, and asynchronous communication 

products on Packet Disassembler Assembler (PAD) support software, become able to communicate 

over a WAN.

In the software development phase, much focus was put on making the subsystem components, like 

user interface and data presentation format conversions, to be portable to other configuration 

applications. The customer product should support interactively the user to install swiftly a LAN-to- 

WAN telecommunication system. Due to the multiplicity of different telecommunication needs and 

environments, fine-tuning of the system by an advanced user should also be possible. Also, the 

speed and ease of product maintenance were major goals, since the communication business is 

advancing rapidly. The first part of this thesis will discuss the theory of OSI and SNA 

telecommunications.

Keywords: telecommunication, network, OSI, SNA, configuration
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Tässä työssä esitetään, kuinka OSI-tietoliikenteen konfigurointiohjelmisto toteutettiin 

mikrotietokoneiden lähiverkkoympäristöön. Tarkoituksena oli mahdollistaa lähiverkon työasemien 

sovellusohjelmien tietoliikenne yhdyskäytäväin ikrotietokoneen kautta kaukoverkkoon. 

Tietoliikenneohjelmistojen kehitysvaiheen työkalujen jälkeen suunniteltiin asiakastuote OSICONF.

Konfiguroimalla OSI-tietoliikenneohjelmisto OSICONFilla, saadaan OSI-kerrosten 1-5 päällä 

ajettavat sovellukset, kuten FTAM-tiedonsiirto ja X.400 samomanvälitysjärjestelmä, sekä OSI- 

kerrosten 1-3 päällä ajettavat tuotteet, kuten SNA-yhdyskäytävän päällä ajettava 3270 pääte- 

emulaattori, Remote NetBIOS Access (RNA) ohjelmiston päällä ajettava LAN Manager, sekä 

pakettiverkon tukiohjelmiston päällä ajettavat asynkroniset tietoliikenneohjelmat kommunikoimaan 

kaukoverkon kautta.

Ohjelmistokehitysvaiheessa pantiin paljon painoa osajäijestelmäkomponenttien, kuten 

käyttäjäliityntäosan ja tiedon esitysmuotomuunnosten siirrettävyydelle toisiin 

konfigurointisovelluksiin. Asiakastuotteen tuli interaktiivisesti lukea käyttäjää 

tietoliikennejärjestelmän saattamisessa nopeasti toimintakuntoon. Tietoliikennetarpeiden ja eri 

käyttöympäristöjen moninaisuuden vuoksi asiantuntijakäyttäjän tuli kuitenkin voida myös 

hienosäätää systeemiä yksityiskohtaisella tasolla. Myös ohjelmistoylläpidon nopeus ja vaivattomuus 

olivat tärkeitä tavoitteita, sillä tietoliikenneala on nopeasti kehittyvässä vaiheessa. OSI- ja SNA- 

tietoliikenteen teoriaa käsitellään esityksen alussa.

telekommunikaatio, tietokoneverkko, OSI, SNA, konfigurointiAvainsanat:
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PREFACE

The development work, which is discussed in this thesis, was focused on the 
telecommunication software configurations, so the hardware configurations 
and local area networking are only at the background at this writing. The 
development phase configurator for OSI, SNA and WS3270 software and the 
customer product configurator OSICONF (excluding the Data Base part) were 
the practical results of the author's efforts. Since design tasks related to the 
OSI communications were in dominating position during the programming 
work, the weighting is similar in the thesis text.

Chapter 1 introduces the driving forces for the current development 
towards distributed data processing and towards more 
sophisticated connectivity requirements.

Chapter 2 discusses the OSI reference model, specified by ISO, from a 
theoretical viewpoint.

Chapter 3 explains briefly the basic terminology related to the SNA 
concept for computer communications.

Chapter 4 presents the environment for which the actual thesis work
results were dedicated.

Chapter 5 points out the key solutions to facilitate the features required.

Chapter 6 provides information about a telecommunication product 
development phase configuration tool.

Chapter 7 highlights the technical implementation of the OSI 
configuration software designed.

Chapter 8 gives a practical example of how the OSI configurator is used
to connect workstations of a LAN to a WAN.

Chapter 9 compares shortly the developed product to IBM's solution.

Chapter 10 suggests some ideas for further development of the OSI 
configurator.
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Chapter 11

Chapter 12 

Appendix A-l

Appendix A-2 

Appendix A-3

forecasts some future developments for the communication 
configuration area.

summarizes the results of the thesis project.

is an example configuration report for a LAN gateway 
computer.

is an example configuration report for a LAN workstation.

contains the listing of an example C language module that 
belongs to the Display Handler part of the OSI configuration 
software.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background about Computer Communications

Due to successful research in semiconductor industry and the remarkable 
increase in processors' performance-per-price ratio, it has been possible to 
distribute more and more processing power to the computer workstations that 
previously were all passive terminals. Their ability to store and process 
information would have overwhelmed their ability to forward and retrieve the 
data if the local area networks (LANs) would not come on the market with an 
enough high transmission bandwidth.

After the microcomputer workgrouping wave came in, a new challenge 
become evident. The connection between the workstations in a LAN and the 
outer world proved to be a new potential bottleneck. A cost effective solution 
was to dedicate one of the LAN workstations to work as a telecommunications 
server. Modem, cabling, and maintenance costs, not to mention the line fees, 
would have been a restrictive factor to efficient data processing without this 
idea of a dedicated communication gateway in LAN.

However, the task to create such a gateway, was vastly more complex and 
demanding than interfacing a standalone terminal emulation program to a host. 
First, the most widely spread microcomputer operating systems supported only 
one concurrent process. Secondly, due to the development for more reliable 
line protocols, the communication software become more complicated. There 
were also many more challenges to be met. One of them was the need to 
exchange data with several telecommunication systems using totally different 
communication procedures.

The spreading of standardized layered telecommunication architectures has 
made it possible to fill the gap between the previously totally incompatible 
proprietary practices. Even so, the standards are numerous and the present 
huge software and hardware implementation base must also be interfaced.

This thesis discusses a system (Nokia Alfaskop Workgroup System) where 
these key problems were solved. In that system, it is possible to run 
simultaneously both OSI and SNA plus other applications on the same 
microcomputer workstation, using separate gateways or even the same 
communication gateway. The telecommunication software could be divided
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between the workstations and the gateway, and this way it has been possible to 
keep the cost of RAM memory in workstations at an acceptable level.

1.2. Objectives of the Thesis

The objective of the thesis is to first discuss the most characteristic features of 
the two currently most dominant data communication architectures: OSI and 
SNA. Secondly, the target software and hardware environment is described. 
The following parts of the thesis define the requirements for the 
telecommunication configuration software developed. Next, the actual 
implemented software that was the tangible outcome of this thesis project, is 
presented. Then comes a case study in the form of a practical example of the 
usage of the customer product OSI configuration tool. Finally the achieved 
project result is compared to another, rivalling product that is designed for the 
same purpose.
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2. THE OSI CONCEPT FOR COMPUTER 
COMMUNICATION

2.1. General about OSI

To define a model for interfacing different kind of computer systems using 
proprietary communication protocols, International Standardization 
Organization (ISO) started to develop the Open System Interconnection (OSI) 
model at the end of 1970s. The OSI Basic Reference Model was published 
1982 as the ISO 7498 standard. CCITT published 1984 the X.200-X.250 series 
recommendations for the similar purpose. Currently the standardization work 
relating to the OSI model is continued also by several other organizations.

The purpose of the OSI model is to allow the communication between 
computer systems of different make to be established with minimum cost and 
to act as a common base for developing new standards for future needs.

It is notable that the OSI reference model does not define the implementation 
of the functions if specifies. The model is a fully abstract structure that is 
concentrating to settle a framework for the operations connected to the 
communication path. Since the specification is not so narrow in its spectrum as 
an ordinary communications protocol, several functional standards have 
evolved.

These functional standards, called OSI profiles, provide a more practical 
cookbook to the implementors of communication systems. The 
recommendations belonging to a profile are of the following form: "If you 
want to provide function X, then use the OSI standard(s) A,B,C,... in this 
way". The functions are explicitly defined, to permit easy recognition of the 
corresponding real world instances, and to avoid confusion with other 
functions.

Many of the profiles have been defined by a governmental initiative. Examples 
of the profiles are: GOSIP (Governmental Open System Interconnection 
Profile) in USA, U.K. GOSIP in Great Britain, FOSIP in Finland, etc. Also 
some big corporations like General Motors (since 1984) and Boeing (since 
1985) have been active OSI profile developers. Their specifications are the 
Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP) and Technical and Office
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Protocols (TOP) respectively. The user groups of latter two profiles grew later 
together to form the World Federation of MAP/TOP user groups.
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2.2. The Layer Structure of OSI

The idea of the OSI model is to divide the communication functions of the 
interfaced systems into seven layers, which have well-defined interfaces to the 
next-upper and next-lower layers. Each layer in the stack has a set of duties 
that it takes care of to service the next-upper layer. The following illustration 
gives an overview to the OSI layer structure [11], [13] :

Layer

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

End user End user

Application protocol

Presentation protocol

Session protocol

Transport protocol

Network
protocol

Data Link 
protocol

Physical
protocol

Physical

Presentation Presentation

Session

Application

Session

Transport

Network

Physical

Network

Physical

Application

Data LinkData Link

Transport

Network

Data Link

Physical medium

Station A
Intermediate 

network node(s) Station В

Figure 1 : ISO Open Systems Interconnection reference model.
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The data flows from the application layer of a network user's system down to 
layer one, and through three layers up and down in an intermediate network 
node (or usually in several nodes) until reaching finally the application layer of 
another system connected to the network.

The three lowest layers together provide the network service to the four higher 
layers, who do not have to know anything of the network structure and can rely 
on the reliable data transfer between the physical locations of the two 
communications stations. If the dividing to two is done in another way, it can 
be said that the three uppermost layers are oriented to data processing, while 
the four lowest layers focus to data transmission.

If the management services would be put into the same OSI reference model 
illustration, it would form a tall, vertical block on the side of the OSI layers 
two to seven. The OSI management services include fault management, 
accounting management, configuration and name management, performance 
management and security management.

A layer may consist of several entities which carry out the layer functions, and 
can be considered analogous to software or hardware processes. Entities of the 
same layer interacting are called peer entities. The horizontal dotted-line 
arrows in the OSI reference model figure symbolize the peer entity 
communication of each layer. Next we shall take a closer look to the layer 
interfaces.

Each layer N acts as a service provider for the layer N+l. The layer N+l is 
correspondingly called the service user of the layer N. Service Access Points 
(SAPs) are points at which entities in adjacent layers in the same station 
interact. There may be several SAPs between two layers in a station, 
depending on the classes of service offered. The peer entities reside in 
physically different machines and use a peer protocol to communicate.

The data exchange between two peers can be performed either with or without 
a prior connection establishment. (Compare to the analog concept of 
connection based virtual circuits versus connectionless communication by 
using datagrams.) When a connection is made between two (N) entities, a 
Connection Endpoint, (N-l) CEP, is identified inside a (N-l) SAP for each of 
the two (N) entities.
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(N+1)
-layer

N-eeivices

N-layer

(N-1)
-services

(N-l)-layer

(N+1)
-entities

N-eervtee
»WM«

points

N-entities

(N-1 (-service 
access points

(N-1)
-entities

Figure 2 : N-entities, N-services and Service Access Points

The peer protocol will typically comprise at least some of the following 
functions: flow control, error detection, error recovery and multiplexing in two 
directions. When upward multiplexing is used, multiple (N) connections 
share a common (N-1) connection. In downward multiplexing, or splitting, a 
single (N) connection traffic is divided among several (N-1) connections. The 
advantages, pursued by the usage of downward multiplexing, include improved 
throughput and reliability.

These functions can be provided by cyclic checkings, continuously running 
message numbering, timers, acknowledgements, reference numbers to 
connections and retransmissions.

2.2.1. Physical Layer

Physical Layer is responsible for transmitting bits over a communication 
channel from a system to another. The layer specifications contain definitions 
for the signal levels (voltage/current/light intensity) for the bit ”1", and the bit 
"0". The duration of a bit, transmissions bidirectionality, establishment of an 
initial connection, and the closing method of a connection are likewise defined 
for this layer. Finally, the mechanical features, like how many pins the
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connector has and for what purpose each pin is used for belong also to the 
physical layer recommendations.

2.2.2. Data Link Layer

The data link layer uses the raw transmission facility provided by the physical 
layer and provides the network layer an error-free transmission line. The job is 
accomplished by composing data frames consisting of a start, a bit contents, 
and an end, from the data received from the network layer. The receiving end's 
data link layer sends acknowledgement frames back to the sending end data 
link layer to be processed.

It is up to the data link layer to detect the start and end of a frame. For example 
in the High-level Data Link Control protocol, defined in the ISO 3309 
standard, the 8-bit flag proceeding and following a frame contents is 
01111110, and zero bit stuffing after five 1-bits (if a sixth 1-bit would 
otherwise follow) takes care of that six consecutive one's do not appear 
elsewhere than in the frame flags. When the frame is received, these extra 
zeroes are removed.

To recover from a noise burst that destroys a whole frame, the source machine 
is asked to retransmit the frame. Then there is a possibility that duplicate 
frames may be sent, if the destructed frame was an acknowledgement frame. It 
is the data link layer's task to solve the problems related to duplicated, lost or 
damaged frames.

Data link layer prevents also the sending end from causing an overflow in the 
receiving end by flow control mechanisms, that are often combined to the error 
handling.

If a line is used for simultaneous bidirectional data transmission, there is a 
possibility for the competing of one end's data frames and the 
acknowledgements this same end is sending. Piggypacking is used as the 
solution for this potential danger.

The data link is often divided into two sublayers: Logical Link Control 
(LLC), defined by the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) 
802.2 standard and Medium Access Control (MAC), defined by IEEE 802.3 
for Carrier Sense Multiple Access bus with Collision Detection, (CSMA/CD),
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ШЕЕ 802.4 (for token bus), ШЕЕ 802.5 (for token ring) and ШЕЕ 802.6 (for 
metropolitan area network on a broadband bus).

It must be noted, however, that those parts of the MAC sublayer that are 
concerned to the signalling procedures for transmission path reservation, 
clearly belong to the Physical Layer in the OSI reference model. This is 
illustrated in the following diagram:

IEEE LAYERS ISOOSI 1
model 1

1
1

Transport i 
layer 1

Internetworking architecture (802.1)
Network

layer

Logical Link Control (802.2) Data
link

Medium access control
layer

802.3 802.4 : 802.5 802.6
Physical

P h у s ; i c a
----------- i-----------

1
—

layer

802.3 = Carrier Sense Multiple Access bus with
Collision Detection

802.4 = Token passing bus
802.5 = Token passing ring
802.6 = Metropolitan area network on a broadband

bus
Figure 3 : Comparing the lower layer definitions made by IEEE and ISO.
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The LLC sublayer takes care of message acknowledgement, and transmission 
error recovery. Example of a LLC sublayer standard is HDLC, which belongs 
to LLC, excluding the frame structure.

The lower sublayer MAC performs the framing, О-bit stuffing and removing 
and Cyclic Redundancy Checksum (CRC) counting and checking. In addition, 
MAC reserves the transmission path (e.g. in token ring).

2.2.3. Network Layer

One of the most important tasks of the network layer is to determine how the 
packets are routed from source to destination, enabling the communication also 
between such nodes that are not directly connected to each other. All the peer 
processes at this layer must work together, and this is why the functioning of 
the network layer can be considered conceptually the most complex of the 
seven layers.

When the network entity receives a message through the data link layer, 
coming from an external layer three peer process, it first checks what is the 
receiver's network address in the packet. If the address is the node's own 
address, the message is passed to the transport layer of the same system. 
Otherwise the packet is put forward, using another transmission route to the 
receiver node or a node nearer to the receiver node.

The routing strategy can be implemented in several ways. The methods can be 
divided into three main classes: 1) routing based on static, pre-installed tables 
that are rarely altered., or 2) routing determined at the start of each 
"conversation", for example a terminal session, or 3) dynamic routing which 
means that the route is determined separately for every packet, taking the 
current network load into account. In broadcasting networks the routing is not 
a very difficult problem, and the layer three can then often be very thin or 
maybe even nonexistent.

To accomplish the routing in the other cases than the first mentioned static, 
pre-installed tables -case, control bits are added to the packets travelling 
between nodes. These bits tell the destination and the source and help in the 
session's flow control. Also such kind of packets are used, which carry only 
control bits. This type of packets are used for information exchange needed to 
set up routing tables and for establishing new sessions.
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In the subnet, too many packets may be travelling in the same time, hindering 
each others journey towards the destination node. The layer three should also 
take care of this kind of congestion situation by using appropriate buffering 
and flow control mechanisms.

In commercial networks the network layer provides the accounting information 
needed, at least the number of packets or bytes or bits must be counted. If a 
packet crosses a national border, and the transmission pricing is different on 
each side, this accounting task may be somewhat more complicated.

If the addressing used in two neighbour networks connected to each other is 
different, or the protocols or packet sizes are different, the network layer has to 
provide the interconnection between the two heterogenous networks.

The network layer of a node may receive packets from several links and send 
the packets downwards to the same set of links. If a computer site is in 
question, communication is performed also with transport layer. See figure 
below.

Transport layer

Network layer

Data link layer

Figure 4 : Network layer passing packets to several links [l,p. 23].
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2.2.4. Transport Layer

The transport layer is the lowest layer that provides a true end-to-end 
conversation between two communication systems. If the network layer is 
unreliable, the transport layer may have to perform some error recovery 
procedures to provide an error-free service to the upper layers. Even then when 
the network layer provides reliable service, a communication link failure might 
occur somewhere between the source and the destination node. It is the 
transport layer's duty to take care of the connection establishments and 
deletings. For that there must be a naming system for the processes that want 
to conversate with each other. Then a machine can define the peer process it 
wishes to be connected to.

Cutting messages coming from the session layer to packets of the desired size, 
and reassembling of the packets in the receiving end into messages, is the 
routine job of the transport layer. The task can be quite a straightforward one. 
If the network layer passes the packets out of order, or if there is a shortage of 
memory pool because of multiple simultaneous virtual links, the reassembling 
work may be a trickier one to handle efficiently.

An important case, where the transport layer is in key role, is 
internetworking. Quite often networks are connected to each other by using 
communication gateway nodes. This allows communication from one subnet 
through some subnets between to a destination subnet. Because the 
intermediate subnetworks may have incompatible network layers, the transport 
layer of a gateway node has to convert the packets to an acceptable format for 
the next subnetwork. Since the maximum allowed packet size may vary, 
packets that are too large for a subnetwork on the transmission path have to be 
cut to two or more smaller packets.

One typical situation, when the subnetworks in a network are incompatible, 
arises when LANs are connected to each other through a WAN. Since LAN as 
a communication path is less error prone and the communication bandwidth is 
larger than in WANs, the three lowest layers are usually designed differently 
than the lowest layers in a WAN. Also the pricing for using the communication 
path is totally different in these two environments. Therefore the 
incompatibility between network layers in different subnetworks is not
uncommon.
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Finally, the multiplexing of several low rate sessions to the same session for 
the network layer, may be useful. The prerequisite is of course, that the 
multiplexed packets are going to the same destination gateway.

2.2.5. Session Layer

The basic function of this layer is to set up sessions between different 
machines. While the session layer takes care of the interactions of two peer 
systems by establishing a session, the network layer handles the subnetwork 
aspects of establishing a session. In practice there have been many variations 
of how the session initation responsibilities are divided between the network, 
transport and session layer. In numerous networks the functions of these three 
layers have not been clearly separated to different entities.

In addition to the transport service that the transport layer provides, the session 
layer offers many kinds of added value. One useful service is the 
synchronization. During the time-consuming transfer of large files a fatal 
network error might occur typically before even a half of the file has been 
transferred to the destination system. If the time intervals between the network 
crashes are deterministic or crashes are otherwise frequent, it might be unlikely 
to succeed in the file transfer, if the transfer had to be started all over again.

When session layer offers the synchronization point service, only that data 
which has been sent after the last checkpoint (synchronization point), has to be 
sent again to the peer system.

If a user wants to use a network service, but does not know the access method 
to that service, session layer provides the transport layer service with the 
required information for establishing the desired session. An example of this 
kind of service is the usage of a network to large, shared computational tasks.

Another session layer service is the dialogue management. Data traffic may be 
onedirectional or bidirectional. If in a protocol only one direction is allowed at 
a time, session layer provides the token management service. Then both ends 
are not allowed to perform a critical operation simultaneously.

Also the access rights for establishing sessions are handled by this layer. 
When a network user accesses a commercial, non-free service, the session 
layer helps to direct the costs to right user. If confidential information of a
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corporation is passed from one office to another through a public network, 
session layer helps to prevent unauthorized access to that information.

2.2.6. Presentation Layer

To enable presentation format independence to the application layer, the 
presentation layer offers services that are usually negotiated at the start of a 
session. The presentation layer functions can be divided into four main classes: 
syntax conversions, code conversions, data encryption and data compression.

Syntax conversions are needed to interface heterogenous machines that use 
for example different internal presentation format for integers (one's 
complement or two's complement).

Code conversions are used to perform the mapping of different character code 
sets (e.g. ASCII to EBCDIC and vice versa) between ordinary and graphics 
terminals, file systems, printers etc., using different binary codings for 
characters.

Data encryption is often required also in corporate information systems, not 
only in military environments. Though it is not likely, eavesdropping of a 
copper cable and communication system malfunctioning are possibilities 
allowing unauthorized access to confidential information.

Data compression is used to reduce the number of bits sent. The advantages 
are economy in line costs and in shorter transmission times. It is notable, that if 
the data compression is used, it is advisable to use it before the data 
encryption, since encrypted data is has typically quite random outlook and 
enables few chances to optimize data redundancy.

2.2.7. Application Layer

The interface between an application system and OSI communications, is the 
application layer. Only the communications oriented part of an applications 
process belongs to this layer, the rest does not belong to the ISO OSI model. 
The application layer contains a number of miscellaneous services, some 
having more general applicability than others.
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Two service elements, that have a general purpose, are Application Control 
Service Element (ACSE) and Commitment, Concurrency and Recovery 
(CCR).

ACSE is designed to handle connections between application process. These 
connections are called associations. There are four ACSE primitives: to 
establish an association, to release an association, to issue an user-initiated 
abort and to issue a provider initiated abort. These primitives have their one-to- 
one counterparts on the presentation layer.

The more specialized application layer services include Virtual Terminal 
(VT), that enables different logical terminal operation commands, like 
keyboard functions, cursor movements on screen, escape sequence commands 
processed on display, to be mapped to the multitude of different real-world 
terminal emulations. Also the display type and display control in general vary 
greatly. The VT is an abstract structure, that symbolizes the abstract state of a 
terminal. This structure which can be thought to situate between the computer 
and the console as an intermediate layer, can be manipulated both by the 
computer and the keyboard.

Others of the specialized services include File Transfer, Access, and 
Management (FTAM) and electronic mail (X.400), which are discussed 
more closely later in this document.

Furthermore, there are the telematic services: Videotex, Teletex, Telefax, for 
office and home use, for accessing data bases and for transmitting graphic 
information.

Job Transfer and Management (JTM) deals with document manipulations. 
The word document is intentionally used, since one document may consist of 
several files. In the JTM system there are four kinds of agencies: 1) Initiation 
agency, which is the process or person submitting the job; 2) Execution 
agencies, which are the machines to execute the jobs; 3) Source agencies, that 
are file systems from where the needed files can be fetched; 4) Sink agencies, 
that are file systems accepting files for storage. The commands that the JTM 
software issues to these agencies fall also into four categories: 1) Creating and 
initiating a work specification; 2) Status report query, subjob creation, work 
completion announcement; 3) Asking source agency for documents, asking 
execution or source agency for document names, sending document to 
execution or storing it to sink agency; 4) Work status enquiry, work 
suspending or continuing, graceful termination of work or job abrupt aborting.
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Directory Services (X.500) will be the electronic online equivalent to 
telephone catalogs. The service will at start be combined with the electronic 
mail, but will later on comprise telephone, télétex and other communication 
address information directories.

Remote Job Entry (RJE) allows a user to submit a job from his own 
computer to be executed on some other computer, typically a distant 
mainframe. Also other specialized services for application layer are under 
standardization work.
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2.3. Units of Information Transfer

The units of data exchanged by the OSI layers are called Protocol Data Units 
(PDUs), according to the ISO standard. A proceeding letter before the 
abbreviation PDU indicates the layer passing the PDU to a lower layer. So, 
application layer PDUs are called APDUs, presentation layer PDUs are 
PPDUs, session layer PDUs are SPDUs and transport layer PDUs are TPDUs. 
Network layer PDUs are normally called packets and link layer units are called 
frames. (While the term "frame" is often used for the data link layer frames, it 
is also used in general meaning.) The lowest, physical layer data units are just 
single bits.

The PDUs can be compared to envelopes filled with a contents, that can be a 
message or a new, smaller envelope. The OSI layers pass downwards the 
information received from the higher layer by putting the received envelope in 
a larger envelope, before forwarding the message to the next lower layer. 
Correspondingly, when a message is travelling "upwards" in the OSI layer 
stack towards the application layer, the outermost envelope is opened each 
time the message passes through a layer.

Let's express this a bit more formally. The PDUs of a layer consist of two 
parts. By combining the layer (N) PDU, which is a (N-l) SDU after passing 
the SAP at the (N)/(N-1) layer interface, and the Protocol Control Information 
(PCI) of the layer N-l, the layer N-l forms a (N-l) PDU to the lower layer N- 
2. For the lower (N-2)-layer, the received (N-l) PDU is respectively a (N-2) 
SDU.

A layer (N-l) entity may cut the received (N-l) SDUs to several units, before 
sending the resulting (N-l) PDUs further to the lower layer N-2. This 
fragmentation is also called as segmentation.

Although the PCIs (PCI=Protocol Control Information) are drawn as headers 
in the following picture, it must be noted that actually a part of a PCI may be 
as a trailer. Typically the trailing part of a PCI is an error check sequence, and 
the header part of a PCI contains address information.
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Figure 5 : The relationship between PDUs, SDUs and PCIs. The rightmost 
data flow path shows the fragmentation possibility.
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2.4. Addressing

In the OSI model, several entities may coexist in each layer. In practice, an 
entity might be a process in a multiprocess system, or just a subroutine of a 
program. To be able to pass a Protocol Data Unit to a layer (N) entity, a layer 
(N+l) entity needs some address information. The address would identify the 
Service Access Point which is passing the PDU through the (N+1)/(N) layer 
border. Each N-SAP of layer N is equipped by an N-address which uniquely 
specifies the N-SAP at the (N+1)/(N) layer boundary.

So, the N-SAPs are located at the top border of each layer N. The natural 
naming convention is to call e.g. transport layer SAPs as TSAPs, network layer 
SAPs as NSAPs etc, according to the first letter of the layer. Since the NSAP 
defines the end system, it must be unique also in global meaning.

This requirement has been fulfilled by an international numbering plan. 
According to that system, the international data/telephone/telex/ISDN numbers 
consist of an international prefix, into which e.g. the country code is included, 
and a national number part. The details about this numbering plan are clarified 
in the standards CCITT X.121 (Public Data Networks), E.163 (telephone 
numbers), E.164 (ISDN numbers), and F.69 (telex numbers).

Now we return back to the layer communications. To obtain services from a 
lower layer, the upper layer issues so called primitives to request for a 
connection, or to exchange data. The four layer primitives are: Request, 
Indication, Response and Confirm.

One (N)-entity can serve several N-SAPs and one (N+l)-entity is may use 
several N-SAPs. On the other hand, a N-SAP can be served by only one N- 
entity and used by just one (N+l)-entity.

The SAP address mapping functions of a layer N can be divided into three 
classes, which are now presented starting from the simplest possibility and 
ending to the most versatile one.

The simplest mapping principle of N-SAP addresses is one-to-one. Another 
alternative is the hierarchical mapping, where several N-SAPs are mapped to 
just one (N-l)-SAP address. In that case the N-SAP consists of two parts. First, 
there must be an N-selector to make the N-SAP uniquely named within the 
scope of the (N-l)-SAP address. Secondly, there must be the (N-l)-SAP 
address of that N-entity which supports the current N-SAP of the (N+l)-entity.
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The third type of mapping is based on mapping tables. It is employed if the 
hierarchical alternative for addressing is not possible. In this case an N-SAP 
address is allowed to be mapped against several (N-l)-SAP addresses. This 
more complex method offers also the best flexibility for N-SAP-address to (N- 
l)-SAP-address translations.
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2.5 Flow Control
The goal of flow control mechanisms is to ensure that messages are reliably 
delivered, though the receiving end would not possible have the same capacity 
in message handling as the sender has for sending the data.

The instances where flow control is needed, are: 1) between communication 
processes, 2) between sending and receiving network nodes, 3) between source 
and destination host systems connected by using an arbitrary network, and 4) 
between neighboring switching nodes connected by a data link (for example 
within a public network).

A commonly used way to implement a flow control mechanism is the sliding 
window protocol. When a connection is established, the amount of frames that 
can be sent to the receiving end without having to wait for the next permission 
by the receiver, is agreed. The sender maintains a list of sequential frame 
numbers of frames it is allowed to send. These frames belong to its sending 
window. Correspondingly, the receiver maintains its receiving window that 
holds the frames it is allowed to accept.
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2.6 Congestion

In some occasions, in case of e.g. poor routing decisions, congestion may 
occur in a network. It is notable, that the flow control mechanism presented in 
the previous paragraph cannot prevent congestion. The flow control issues 
discussed the traffic in a point-to-point connection. Network congestion, 
however, is the result of the subnetwork's inability to handle all the traffic that 
is pushed into it by the hosts.

Saturation
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Network load (packets sent)
Subnets max

capacityPackets - 
delivered

Theoretical 
ideal networkDesirable

operation

Congested
network

Network load (packets sent)

Figure 6 : Delay time and network throughput as functions of the network load 
[12, p. 124] and [13, p. 287].
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2.7. FTAM File Transfer Method

The FTAM (File Transfer, Access and Management) standard, defined in 1988 
by the ISO 8571 recommendation, provides the OSI file handling services that 
are device independent from the actual file system implementation. It is up to 
other parties than ISO to map the virtual and real file system functions on each 
other. The Virtual File System is often abbreviated as VFS. The FTAM 
operations are asymmetric. Each action has an Initiator to start an action, and a 
Responder to respond to a request.

The practical operations that a FTAM system offers to an user are: file 
moving, copying, deleting plus file information displaying. The operations can 
be commanded by a Local Area Network workstation. The operations may be 
performed between heterogenous systems, that would be otherwise 
incompatible, through a multivendor network.

2.8. The X.400 Message Handling System Model

In 1984, CCITT specified the X.400 series of recommendations that define 
how to connect the mail systems together. The X.400 network is based on the 
"store and forward" principle: a mail message is transmitted from a network 
node to another towards the destination so that it is every time stored in the 
intermediate node before it is forwarded. The MHS recommendations consist 
of the following recommendations:

X.400 System Model Service Elements
X.401 Basic Service Elements and Optional Facilities 
X.408 Encoded Information Type Conversion Rules 
X.409 Presentation Layer Transfer Syntax and Notation 
X.410 Remote Operations and Reliable Transfer Server 
X.411 Message Transfer Layer
X.420 Interpersonal Messaging User Agent Layer
X.430 Access Protocol for Teletex Terminals
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THE SNA COMMUNICATION 
ARCHITECTURE

3.1. General about SNA

The SNA (Systems Network Architecture) [2], [6] that IBM published as early 
as 1974, has had a great influence to the computer communications market. It 
is not a standard, but a constantly evolving set of communications-oriented 
concepts, functions and practices originated by IBM. Its presence on the 
market was grounded by the fact that it offered an existing and working 
communications concept that was supported by the computer market leader.

3.2. Basic Components in SNA Concept

The SNA network [4] consists of two kind of components: Network 
Addressable Units (NAUs), and the Path Control Network. NAUs can be either 
Physical Units (PUs) or Logical Units (LUs) or System Service Control Points 
(SSCPs), together with the communication links connecting them. Each NAU 
has an unique network address that defines the NAU for the rest of the NAUs. 
The function of the NAUs is: 1) to provide the service for transmitting 
information over the network form an user to another, 2) to enable the network 
to be managed and controlled.

The Path Control Network contains the lower-level components that direct the 
routing and data flow via the network. The lower-level components take also 
care of the physical data transmission from a SNA network node to another.

A PU represents a device and its resources to the SNA network. The following 
PU types exist, of which the first four are the most important: PU type 5, PU 
type 4, PU type 2.1 [5], PU type 2 and PU type 1. The PU types refer to the 
corresponding node types.

LUs are the network users' logical connection points to the SNA network. To 
the network users, the actual data transmission path through network is 
transparent, and that is why the connections made between the users are called 
virtual (or logical) connections. The LUs are logical network access points, 
with which an user interacts. There are currently 7 major LU types supported 
that have different capabilities.
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LU type 0 enables the network user to add protocols and formats to the SNA- 
specified protocols and formats. A typical reason for using LU 0 would be to 
support a data stream or a device that otherwise does not match the definitions 
used for other LU types. Nowadays there is not so much use for LU 0, since 
the LU 6 can be used.

LU type 1 supports printers, card readers, plus miscellaneous storage devices.

LU type 2 supports sessions where an application program communicates with 
one 3270 display terminal unit using the SNA 3270 data stream.

LU type 3 is a printing terminal LU. For example the IBM 3791 controller 
equipped with the IBM 3284 printer uses the LU 3.

LU type 4 supports different kind of sessions. One example is a session 
between a multiple-device terminal or single-device terminal and an 
application program.

LU type 6 provides application subsystems or application programs the 
possibility to communicate on peer-to-peer basis.

LU type 7 supports IBM 5250-type display terminals, e.g. IBM 5251.

The SNA nodes fall into two main categories. Subarea nodes can 
communicate with its own peripheral nodes and additionally with other 
subarea nodes. Peripheral nodes can communicate only with the subarea node 
to which it is connected to.

The System Service Control Point (SSCP) is normally located in a mainframe 
computer. The function of an SSCP is to offer the service needed to manage an 
SNA network or a portion of a more complex SNA network.

Session is a logical state of a connection between two NAUs. The function of a 
session is to support a succession of transmissions between NAUs to fulfill a 
given purpose. A session consists of two half-sessions - one in the primary 
NAU and one in the secondary NAU.
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3.3. Functional Layer Structure of SNA

3.3.1 General SNA Layer Hierarchy

The SNA layer hierarchy is compared to the ISO OSI reference model layer 
architecture in the following illustration [7, p. 35]. Note that the Physical 
Control layer is not specified within the SNA model, though its existence is
necessary.

NAU Services Manager

Function Management 
Data Services

Data Flow Control

Transmission control

Path Control

Data Link Control

Physical Control

Application layer

Presentation layer

Session layer

Transport Layer

Network layer

Data Link layer

Physical layer

SNA OSI

Figure 7 : The functional layers of the SNA concept as compared to the ISO 
OSI layer architecture.

3.3.2. Data Link Control

The lowest layer in the SNA layer hierarchy is the Data Link Control layer. 
The Physical layer functions are not defined in the SNA layer model. Still, in 
all cases, there must of course be a Physical layer under the Data Link Control 
layer for carrying the bitstream over a physical circuit. The task of the Data
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Link control layer is to detect transmission errors and recover from them. The 
common protocol to take care for reliable transfer on this layer is the SDLC 
protocol.

3.3.3. Path Control Network

This layer routes the data between two consecutive network nodes belonging to 
the message path. To route data to the right link, the layer adds source and 
destination address information to the message received form the next upper 
layer.

3.3.4. Transmission Control

The Transmission Control layer watches the status of the ongoing sessions, 
takes care of that the parts of the messages are sent and received in the right 
order, and controls the data flow pacing within a session. Also the optional 
data encryption and decryption services belong to this layer.

3.3.5. Data Flow Control

This fourth SNA layer takes care of the total integrity of the data flow between 
two NAUs. This task consists of e.g. managing messages belonging to a group, 
response mode determination plus the send and receive mode determination.

3.3.6. Function Management

This uppermost SNA layer is quite complex and is often divided to consist of 
two sublayers, the higher NAU Services manager sublayer and the Function 
Management Data Services sublayer.

The Function Management Data Services controls the interface between the 
network and the network user. Also the information presentation for the user is 
controlled by this sublayer. Another function of this sublayer is to coordinate 
the activities of all the ongoing sessions and the network events as a whole.
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The NAU Services Manager sublayer offers various services to the two lower 
layers, Data Flow Control and Transmission Control layer. It also provides 
service to the upper Function Management Data Services sublayer.
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3.4. Advanced Program-to-Program Communication

The Advanced Program-to-Program Communication (APPC) is a 
dynamic, transaction-processing oriented concept for peer-to-peer networking. 
It was introduced 1983, but due to the meager support by IBM and third-party 
developers, its popularity did not start to grow until near the end of the 
eighties.

APPC is designed to support applications that require facilities like: 1) 
processing that is executed cooperatively on different interconnected computer 
systems, 2) processing that requires distributed access to databases or other 
facilities. APPC offers a general method for intelligent communication 
between distributed processes and a common program-to-program 
communication protocol that a great variety of products can use. In a LAN 
environment, the APPC support is normally located in a SNA gateway, and a 
remote APPC interface is located in the workstation software. An APPC 
application program, run on the workstation software, includes also a small 
standard IBM APPC interface. To implement APPC, a new LU (the user's 
logical plug to a SNA network) with enhanced capabilities was needed.

The LU 6.2, which was introduced 1982, is the newest LU type and provided 
the architectural base and the protocol needed between a SNA gateway and an 
APPC capable host, like S/370, AS/400 or S/3X. LU 6.2 provides the protocol 
needed for conversations between two communicating programs. A 
conversation is a connection between programs, that usually lasts only a short 
time. To enable the conversations, a session between the two conversating LUs 
is needed. The conversations last normally only the time needed for a single 
transaction, while a session lasts typically longer. A sequence of conversations 
may use the same session, one after one. The conversations offer an efficient 
method to use the network, because then no overhead is needed to initiate a 
new session for each conversation.

The type 2.1 node, which was published in 1983, gives the logical and 
physical connectivity plus the local control functions needed to enable a 
resident LU 6.2 to establish direct and symmetrical peer-to-peer sessions. 
Unlike the traditional SNA networks, which need the host-based SSCP, the 
type 2.1 node copes by using a Peripheral Control Point (PNCP), that takes 
care of many of the SSCP's functions. A PNCP can have a session with 
another PNCP, without the intervention by a SSCP.
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4.1. General Environment

4.1.1. MS-DOS Operating System

Though MS-DOS (Microsoft Disk Operating System) has been blamed for its 
ability to provide only 640 kb of RAM (Random Access Memory) for the 
application programs, and the old fashioned user interface, the reality is that it 
will remain for years the most widely spread microcomputer operating system. 
At the time it was published, 1981, its sales success was based on the market 
impact of IBM PC with its MS-DOS-like PC-DOS. Later versions introduced 
new features, like loadable drivers that came with the version 2.0, support for 
network environment and a more modem user interface as in version 4.X.

At present, the popular Windows 3 with graphical user interface and no 640 kb 
memory barrier, is extending the MS-DOS life cycle further. Since MS-DOS is 
for only one user, and one application process, and its non-re-entrant code is 
not usable for loadable drivers, its use as a communication network gateway is 
somewhat problematic.

4.1.2. OS/2 Operating System

Microsoft's OS/2 (Operating System / 2) is a multitasking operating system for 
one user, designed to be utilized also in a network environment and equipped 
with several efficient communications methods between the processes. Like in 
other similar multitasking operating systems, the virtual parallel processing is 
actually implemented by a scheduler dividing the processor time in small slices 
to the processes.

The processes have several priority classes and the highest priority process 
which is waiting for execution is preferred. There is also a time limit for the 
time slice width, that takes care of that one process does not reserve the 
processor too long. The highest-level multitasking items in OS/2 are sessions, 
which are collections of several processes. A session may also start child
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sessions or parallel sessions. A process to be executed (that actually represents 
a single program), consists of one or more threads that have their own 
priorities, plus a set of resources: memory segments, shared files, queues, etc. 
The threads can themselves generate new threads.

The communication methods, that OS/2 provides, consist of pipes, 
semaphores, signals, queues, shared memory, mail slots and files. The named 
pipes can be operated with OS/2 file I/O calls: DosOpen, Dos Write, Dos Re ad 
and DosClose. This interprocess communication method works both locally 
and remotedly. The named pipes have one end always in the server end in 
NetBIOS applications. A child process can inherit pipes. Named pipes are used 
for example in data base applications.

Semaphores are used to protect nonshareable resources from being accessed 
by more than one resource user at a time, or to synchronize processes or 
threads by keeping a resource reserved until it is right time for a process or 
thread to continue its execution. Signals are used for example in emergency 
situations, which a process wants to handle itself. Queues are very efficient for 
many-to-one communications. The actual data will reside in shared memory.

Shared memory is often combined with semaphores or queues or both and 
offers a very efficient communication method. Normally in OS/2 the memory 
segments of a process are protected from other processes. Mail slots are 
unidirectional, with N senders and one receiver per slot. The messages can be 
broadcasted or sent for servers only, or for workstations also. Typical 
applications are: event notification, dynamic finding, and "heartbeat" to tell 
that a process is alive. In shared file programming, DosOpen is done so that 
others are denied from reading or writing. The reliability is then taken care of 
by not allowing the write-behind feature.

4.1.3. Hardware to be Interfaced

The target hardware environment consists of Nokia Alfaskop microcomputers 
based on i80286 / Í80386SX / i80386 / Í80486 processors. The products are 
sold in numerous configurations, with different processor clock rates and mass 
memory and RAM sizes etc. The amount of free expansion slots depends 
mostly on the box type: deskside or desktop.

In some older customer installations, Nokia PCs equipped with the Í80186 
processor, can be found. The common configuration tool, COMCONF, that is
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discussed in the chapter "COMMON CONFIGURATION TOOL 
DEVELOPMENT", was equipped with tools designed to run also in that non
industry-standard environment.

As the target system gateway(s) might become heavily loaded by WAN-to 
LAN communications traffic, an intelligent communications board, WAN AT 
was designed to increase communications throughput. The WAN AT card has 
a 12 MHz Í80186 processor comprising e.g. two internal DMA channels, and 
512 kb of RAM of its own. Also the multiprotocol communications circuit 
Í8274, an external DMA controller chip of the type Í8237, and an i8253 timer 
circuit are featured. The WAN AT is a full-length card for a 16-bit expansion 
slot.

The two lowest OSI layers are run in WAN AT card's memory. This solution 
increases the gateway's performance in a crucial way. An extra advantage is 
that the zero-bit stuffing on data link layer, to provide unique frame flags, is 
done by hardware instead of software. The gateway traffic load does not 
depend so much on what higher layer communication profile is used. If a non- 
intelligent communications card would be used, the gateway would have 
trouble in receiving data from the WAN with 19200 bps or with an even higher 
speed.

Communications protocols that are supported by the WAN AT card, include 
X.25, X.25/X.32, X.25/SDLC, SNA/SDLC, SNA/X.25 and UTS. The card 
comes in two versions. Either it has a V.28/X.27 interface for V.24/X.21 and 
V.25bis communication, or it has a V.35 interface for V.35 communication.

The LAN communication is based on Ethernet cards and cablings, or 
alternatively on Token Ring cards and cabling.
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4.2. Communication Products to be Configured

4.2.1. OSI Telecommunication Software

The OSI telecommunication software is most commonly used for providing 
remote connections to other computer systems by using a Wide Area Network 
as the transmission path. The WAN may be either a telephone network, a 
packet switching data network (PSDN), or a circuit-switched network, or a 
combination of these.

The OSI telecommunication products to be configured are WAN Support 
Program [8] that provides the OSI layers 1-3, and WAN OSI 4-5 Program [9], 
that provides the OSI layers 4-5. The WAN Support program consists of two 
separate parts: the gateway software and the workstation software. The 
workstation part (OSI-WS) is an application program interface to the OSI 
layers 1-5.

The WAN OSI 4-5 Program is needed only for OSI applications. If e.g. 3270 
terminal emulation combined with SNA Gateway program is used, the SNA 
Gateway program can run directly on the OSI layers 1-3. The OSI layers 1-3 
can be used also by other software packages, like LAN Manager on RNA, or 
an asynchronous terminal emulation on PAD Support Program [10].
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Figure 8 : Possible product combinations that all are using the three lowest 
OSI layers.

The WAN Support Program supports the following features on Physical Layer: 
V.24/V.28, X.21bis (with speeds varying between 1,2-19,2 kbps), X.21 leased 
or switched (1,2-9,6 kbps), X.21 switched with Short Hold Mode (SHM) with 
speeds 1,2-9,6 kbps, V.25bis or Hayes asynchronous auto dialling, V.35 
switched or leased (64 kbps) and X.25 with X.32.
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The Link Layer supports SDLC Secondary link, HDLC NRM secondary end 
protocol, LA PB (according to ISO 7776) and LAPB HDT. The Network layer 
follows the standards ISO IS 8348/8208, CCITT X.25 1980/1984 and provides 
the virtual channel types: permanent, switched incoming, switched outgoing 
and switched two-way calls.

When OSI applications are used, the WAN OSI 4-5 Program is needed to 
provide the Transport Layer and Session Layer services. The Transport layer 
conforms recommendations ISO IS 8072/8073 (1986) : classes 0, 2 and 3, 
normal format. On session layer, the ISO IS 8326/8327, version 1 is 
implemented, supporting the following functional units: Half-duplex, Duplex, 
Expedited Data, Typed data, Kernel, Exceptions, Minor synchpoint, Activity 
management and Registration procedures.

The applications that can use these five OSI layers include FTAM, X.400, OSI 
3270 (a 3270 display application by Nokia, complying with the BULL 
specifications) and UFT (a file transfer method using the BULL Universal File 
Transfer protocol).
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4.2.2. SNA Telecommunication Software

The SNA Gateway's function is to enable workstations to run SNA host 
applications. The gateway can be connected to host in different ways:

WAN
Support

LUO API 
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3270 SNA 
Client OS/2

3270 Terminal 
Emulation

HOST SYSTEM

SNA Gateway OS/2

Path Control

NetBIOS

NetBIOS

APPC/API
Support

Figure 9 : The SNA Gateway Program connections to workstation and to host.
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If the DLC (Data Link Control) method is used for the host connection, it is 
more common to have the workstations connected to the same LAN as the 
host. A reason for using separate LANs (like in the previous picture) in the 
DLC case would be e.g. that the host connection requires 16 Mb LAN 
bandwidth and the workstations have already been connected by a 4 Mb LAN.

The SNA gateway functions as an SNA PU (Physical Unit) type 2.0. It 
emulates the IBM 3174-53R and 3274-51C control units. The LU types 
supported include LUO, LUI, LU2, LU3 and LU6.2. It is possible to have also 
other gateways connected to the same LAN. The appropriate configuration is 
then performed by setting the needed LAN parameters, for example the 
NetBIOS names and the gateway numbers.

4.2.3. WS3270 Terminal Emulation Software

This product offers a basic set of 3270 terminal emulation functions. The 
emulated terminal types are IBM 3278 model 2 and the 3279 terminal model 
S2A. The 3270 workstation exists in two versions, for OS/2 or DOS. The LAN 
Manager's workstation part is respectively either the OS/2 or the DOS version. 
If the OS/2 version is used, several simultaneous OS/2 sessions can run the 
3270 emulation software.

Keyboard

Display

Printer

SNA Gateway 
Program OS/2

LAN Manager 
Workstation

3270 Terminal 
Emulation

Figure 10 : The (OS/2 or DOS) 3270 workstation product connected via a 
OS/2 LAN gateway to host.
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4.3. Requirements for the Development Phase 
Configurator

The purpose of the Development Phase Configurator is to allow the 
telecommunication software developers to test the new features to be 
implemented, before any customer configurator support for the new features is 
available. So, the users consist of software designers that are developing 
telecommunication software. Nearly all of the target software (OSI, SNA and 
3270 workstation software, called here as WS3270) parameters have to be 
configurable.

Since the new parameters, that are required, must be implemented in few days 
from a request to the Development Phase Configurator, the software structure 
must be simple and straightforwardly maintainable.

As the target environments OSI, SNA and WS3270 are different, the 
application dependent parts of the base configurator have to be separated from 
the main body of the configuration software.

The basic functions needed for the base configurator include: creating, listing, 
updating and deleting Configuration Data Blocks (CDBzs). Also other 
functions are needed: for copying configuration blocks separately from one file 
to another, a directory function, a manual and automatic help function, and the 
application dependent functions. For SNA environment, a directory function 
for different types of LU's and their features, plus a facility to view the Parmer 
LUzs and their Mode configurations is needed. In OSI environment, the forest 
of configuration blocks should be viewed also as block chains that range 
through the OSI model layers, so that the multiplexing of data flow paths 
would be more visible to the person configurating a large system.

The older Í80186 based Nokia PC had no in-built security functions.Because 
also it had to be supported, an user security function had to be built. The newer 
Nokia Alfaskop products have several security features ready in the machine, 
and for them an extra protection against unauthorized usage was not necessary.

Since the configuration files contain sometimes very much parameter blocks 
and parameters inside them, the configuration information had to be saved 
enough often to avoid a major loss of data in case of a power failure.

Two configuration file formats were in use for passing the configuration data 
to the target software's management component, and it was not sure if even
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more target file formats had to be supported in future. So, the configuration 
actions and data types operated by the editing part configurator should be 
independent of the final target file format.
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4.4. Requirements for the Customer Product 
Configurator

4.4.1. General Requirements

The purpose of the configurator was to enable normal OSI telecommunication 
software installations by a customer that of course does not know anything of 
the internal implementation of the communication software. Often the 
customer is not even sure, which features can be used in a certain environment. 
So, the software should guide the user through the huge forest of technical 
details related to telecommunication.

The reason for the demand for increased intelligence in telecommunication 
configuration programs is the computer downsizing trend. As the processing 
power has been moved nearer to the end user, persons that are professionals in 
other areas than computing and communications, have to take care of the 
system maintenance that before belonged only to the telecommunication 
experts.

Therefore, the user interface should be simple, helps and validness checkings 
should be context sensitive, the computer memory reservation aspects and as 
much parameter default values as is possible, should be calculated 
automatically, and the validness of a ready-made configuration should be 
verified.

On the other hand there was also a contradicting requirement. As the real life 
implementations of telecommunication systems still differ a lot from each 
other, a telecommunications specialist should be able to fine tune a vast 
number of details of a target system to ensure that the time-outs, headers, flow 
control parameters etc. can be matched to the remote end systems.

Since the transmission speeds, traffic loads, line reliability and other features 
related to the communication environments vary, the above mentioned fine 
tuning demand is even more emphasized. For example if a transmission path is 
somewhat unreliable, it is not wise to use as large packet sizes as with the 
better lines.

The outlook, e.g. colors of the customer product should be easily alterable by 
some development tools to make it look to belong to the Nokia Alfaskop 
family. Since there are eight different target display units that operate in 9
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different visual modes, there must be an installation utility to set the colours, 
the possible overscan area of display etc. to look in the optimal way for each 
different display adapter type.

In Nokia Alfaskop microcomputers, four different security levels have been in
built. The security levels are: case locking by a key, keyboard locking, user 
password and system password. In addition, the administration facility of a 
LAN Manager Server software provides even more possibilities to restrict 
unauthorized usage. That is why, password mechanisms were not needed for 
the Customer Product Configurator.

At the time the Customer Product Configurator was developed (1990), there 
was a need to get the product as fast as possible to the market, since the market 
window is never too wide in computer business. Though a graphical interface, 
instead of the selected character based interface, would have looked nice, there 
were no reliable, proven and enough fast development tools available for 
painting the user input forms at that time. So, the speed of getting the product 
to market was considered more crucial than graphics.

4.4.2. Technical Requirements

The Customer Product Configurator should run on OS/2, MS-DOS 3, MS- 
DOS 4 and at the DOS prompt of Windows 3. To make the use even more 
versatile, it should be possible to run the product through a LAN. It means that 
the OS I configurator runs in a LAN server machine, and the program is started 
and the user interface operated by a workstation computer. The hardware could 
be any industry standard architecture microcomputer.

Those parts of the product that were not application (OSI) dependent, should 
be designed in a general way, to enable the software re-usage in other projects.

It should be easy to make additions and changes to the product, since the 
communications products must constantly aquire new features to stay on the 
market.

It was previously stated, that the non-specialist user should be asked to input 
only a minimum number of parameters. Since the number of possible 
communication environments is enormous, and different parameters and 
features are of importance in each case, it would be a very time-consuming job 
for a software developer to create and maintain form layouts for every 
different configuration situation that shows only the critical parameters for the
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end user. Therefore a method should be developed to produce and maintain 
displayed forms in a speedier and more intelligent way.
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5. OVERVIEW TO SOLUTIONS

5.1. Development Environment and Tools

To enable fast changes to the form layouts of the configuration programs, the 
ErgoForms tool was utilized. By using that tool, the application programmer 
can create screen layout forms for user data input. If the location of an object 
on the form must be changed, no compiling of the application software is 
needed. The runtime part of the tool retrieves the once painted panel layouts 
from file, when the application program makes appropriate calls to the runtime 
part of ErgoForms.
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PROGRAM

Control
Block

Data
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Figure 11 : The ErgoForms tool forform painting and retrieving.

The coding for the thesis project was done by using the Microsoft C 5.10 and 
both OS/2 and MS-DOS were used as development environments. The 
hardware consisted of two i80286 based microcomputers made by Nokia Data.
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5.2. Development Phase Common Configurator 
COMCONF

All the configurable features (together over a eight hundred individual 
parameters and code tables) of OSI, SNA and WS3270 telecommunication 
software products were supported in the Common Configurator (COMCONF). 
The parameters were passed through unpacked intermediate files to packed 
destination files. The destination files were of two different formats due to 
historical reasons. The intermediate files provided an uniform API 
(Application Program Interface) for COMCONF and also for several other 
configurators developed by Nokia.

These other configurators were typically customer products (for e.g. SNA or 
WS3270 environment) that allowed the user to view and edit only a small 
subset of the COMCONF parameters. COMCONF was used, in addition to the 
above mentioned prototyping and testing functions, to create and fine tune the 
Base Configuration Files. The Base Configuration files were used by the 
customer product releases of SNA and WS3270 configurators and the related 
telecommunication software. The fine tuning of the Base Configuration Files 
was not possible by the customer SNA/WS3270 configurators, since those 
products were restricted to update just the most commonly altered 
configuration data.

COMCONF was designed to be able to configure also itself. That feature made 
it possible to edit COMCONF's own "brains". If for example a change had to 
be done to the destination format of a parameter or to the destination 
configuration file structure, no code compilations are needed. Then it would be 
enough to run COMCONF to configure its own behaviour.

The straightforwardly maintainable software structure allowed changes to be 
made to COMCONF about 5 times faster than the corresponding change could 
be done to a customer product configurator for SNA or WS3270 systems. The 
advantage of having a separate customer configurator was, that the user 
interface hided the most difficult communication system details and the 
internal structure of Nokia products.

To save development costs, the COMCONF tools for data conversions, 
destination structure database maintenance and configuration report generating 
were designed to be independent subcomponents, that were used also as parts 
of the customer product configurators for e.g. SNA and WS3270 systems.
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Then the two more cryptic destination configuration file formats could be 
hidden from other customer product configurators.
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Figure 12 : The functional structure of Common Configurator (COMCONF).
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5.3. Customer Product Configuration Software 
OSICONF

5.3.1. Common Functions

The OSICONF was designed to offer an easy, menu based, and quick-to-use 
OSI configuration facility for an end user, and at the same time the necessary 
telecommunication fine tuning options were preserved for the more 
experienced user.

This goal was met by combining two user interfaces to the same product. 
When a new configuration was created, the user is compelled to make the 
configuration by the easy Standard Level user interface. After a configuration 
is generated, the user has the choice to continue configuring by using the 
Standard Level, or to select the alternative Detail Level user interface.

In addition to help screens for fields, the user can obtain in several places also 
more general help. If it is desired, the automatic help screen displaying can be 
switched on.

No matter which user interface is used, default values for all the 
communications parameters are calculated by OSICONF. All the user has to 
tell in a normal case to OSICONF is: is the configuration for a gateway or for a 
workstation computer, the link type(s) used (characterized by 4 parameters for 
layers 1-3), the type of the logical profile(s) used for the applications (that 
affects the higher OSI layers), and the LAN protocol type used (either 
NetBIOS for Ethemet/TokenRing, or NokiaLAN if the older NetNet LAN is 
used). Also the channel allocation plan the user has agreed with PTT or a 
telephone company has to be defined.

In the case that the user generates a configuration that contains some logical or 
conceptual mistakes, the user is notified about the error and its nature, and the 
configuration cannot be saved before the violation against communication 
configuration principles is corrected. Of course, the errors concerning single 
input values are notified immediately.
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The OSICONF main menu for configuring a gateway contains the following 
titles:

1) Physical Network Definition
2) Logical Connection Definition
3) Workstation-Gateway connections
4) Complete and Save

5) OSI Support Info
6) Trace Definitions
7) History
8) Result Report
9) Application Info

Of the above branchings for gateway configuration, only the four first 
mentioned are compulsory.

The main menu for configuring a workstation contains the following titles:

1) Workstation-Gateway connections
2) Complete and Save

3) OSI Support Info
4) Trace Definitions
5) History
6) Result Repon

Of the above branchings for workstation configuration, only the two first 
mentioned are compulsory.

When the user has selected a configuration branch from the main menu, he will 
be able to create, modify and delete connection profiles. Since there is the 
possibility to set the user interface in the Detail Level mode, after a Standard 
configuration is first created, the experienced user can go quite deep in the 
hierarchical sets of low level menus to adjust all the small OSI communication 
details, if necessary.

The following text in this chapter will discuss the branchings from main menu, 
one by one.
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5.3.2. Physical Network Definitions

The Physical Network parameters are used by the OSI layers 1-3, and need to 
be configured only in the gateway(s). Six physical links to the outer world per 
a gateway can at maximum be configured. Three of the links to the Wide Area 
Network can be on adapter cards and three extra links on adapter extension 
cards.

When a Physical Network connection from the LAN to the WAN is created, 
the user may select, by using a scroll window, from 21 combinations of 
characteristic parameters the combination that matches his own environment. 
After this decision, OSICONF will suggest the optimal default value for all the 
rest of the parameters. See figure below:

MOKIA OSICOMF U 1.07 - Physical Metuork Definition - Form 11

SELECTIOM HEMU FOR THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LIMX TO BE CREATED

Metuork type Network protocol Link protocol
Network Interface |

■гептшгпгтгсшЕЛ

АСКЕТ SU 
АСКЕТ SU 
АСКЕТ SU 
АСКЕТ SU 
АСКЕТ SU

PACKET S«
АСКЕТ SU 
АСКЕТ SU 
IRCUIT SU 
IRCUIT SU 
IRCUIT SU 
IRCUIT SU

.25
Z5»X3Z
Z5*X32
Z5*X32
25»X32 LU24/U28LEASED PP 

1

.35 LEASED PP 
Z4/U2B SU ITCHED
.25 BIS
Z4/U28 SU ITCHED 
.25 BIS

24/U28LEASED MP 
Z4/UZB SU ITCHED 
.21 SUITCHED 
.21 SU ITCH. SHM 
21 LEASED 

.21 BIS

Scret itHt: l p Shi F t *F1 Select current line-Enter Exit=F10

Figure 13 : A scrollable OSICONF selection list window for choosing the 
characteristic parameters of a link type.

Let's consider the following example. The user wants to create a Physical 
Network definition for Packet Switching Network by using X.25 as the layer 
three (Network) protocol and LAPB as layer two (Data Link) protocol. As the 
layer one (Physical) network interface the user wants to use CCITT V.24/V.28 
connection to a leased point-to-point line [14, p. 4].
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Then the user simply selects, by using the arrow keys, the combination 
PACKET SW + X.25 + LAPB + V24/V28LEASED PP. (This is, by the way, 
the most commonly used link). By pressing now Enter, the following screen 
will be displayed:

HOKIA OSICOHF U 1.07 - Physical network Definition - Form 12

Network type network protocol Link protocol network Interface
АСКЕТ SU Z4/020LEASED PP

STАПDARD nETUORK PARAMETERS FOR PACKET METWORK

Own SUBn addr 5 44390913014Link nr E Adapternumbe^^^DrUie^nr
Own address i __ _____ ___
Link auto *ctluatlon T[»H (ACT/HO/PAS)Auto reactivation (АСТ/ПО/PAS)

Virtual channels :
- permanent
- switched incoming
- switched two-way
- switched outgoing

Lowest: Пг of channels:

19■7
Default STD packet size 
Default STD send window size 
Default STD receive window size,« Line speed 19Z00 (->nextUal)

Facilities=F2 Permanent channel list=F3

Help=Fl rtextUal=F5 Saue=F9 Exit=F10

Figure 15 : An example form for specifying the Physical Network parameters 
for Packet Switching Network. The user interface is here in Standard Level 
mode.

This kind of operation - a strategic selection done first, after that the single 
parameters can be set if some default value would not match - is common 
in other pans of OSICONF also. Thus, this method is not discussed again in 
the subchapters like "Logical Network Definitions" and "Workstation-Gateway 
Connections" etc.

The supported network types are: 1) Packet Switching Data Network 
(PSDN), 2) Circuit Switching Data Network (CSDN), 3) analog or digital 
Telephone network, Diginet or a local connection made by using modem 
eliminators, and 4) Internal Routing.

The Internal Routing is not a standard protocol. Then the gateway is not 
connected by a link to WAN, but the OSI application programs run on the
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workstations of the LAN can communicate with each other through the WAN 
gateway. Then the lowest used OSI layer used is the network layer.

The possible network protocols in OSICONF are: X.25 (see ССГТТ X.25 or 
ISO 8348 recommendations), X.25+X.32 (when the physical connection to 
PSDN is established by using the X.32 protocol), DUMMY (when the upper 
OSI layers may use the Data Link layer directly through a dummy network 
layer), and Internal Routing (when the network layer is the lowest layer and it 
uses the a propietary protocol to connect the applications run on a LAN).

From link protocols, LAPB (the X.25 LAPB with HDLC and ABM, 
Asynchronous Mode Balanced), LAPB HDT (as stated in CCITT T.71), 
LAPB X.32 HDT (as defined in CCITT X.32/T.71), SDLC Secondary (used 
for example in ERIPAX PSDN), and Internal Routing (as in previous 

paragraphs).

To be match the communications line characteristics and the requirements set 
by the remote site, the network interface must be specified. This parameter 
defines the DCE/DTE interface, including the used line type and the modem 
cable type. Alternatives are: V.24/V.28 leased point-to-point, V.24/V.28 leased 
multipoint, V.24/V.28 switched point-to-point, switched point-to-point 
connection using V.25bis autocall protocol, switched X.21 in circuit switching 
or digital network, switched X.21 connection with Short Hold Mode for 
temporarily disconnected connections, X.21 leased point-to-point connection 
in circuit switching network, X.21 bis (as V.24/V.28 leased point-to-point, but 
over a circuit switching network), V.35 switched point-to-point, V.35 leased 
point-to-point, and Internal Routing (like in the paragraph about network type).

Depending on the which of the 21 combinations is selected, the parameter 
input forms of OSICONF vary, reflecting the features of each kind of 

environment.

5.3.3. Logical Network Definitions

By a Logical Network Definition, OSICONF is told which kind of 
application(s) will be run in the LAN. These definitions are done only for the 
gateway, which uses the information to adjust the OSI layers 4-5 to perform 
optimally under the selected application software.
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The most common applications are SNA X.25 (when SNA applications like 
3270 terminal emulator combined with SNA gateway, can be run on OSI 
layers 1-3), PAD X.25 (used with WS320 and WS7813 terminal emulators), 
RNA (Remote NetBIOS Access, to connect LANs via a WAN), X.400 
(electronic mail following the CCITT 1984 X.400 recommendation) and 
FTAM (a file transfer method specified by ISO).

Also some rarer applications are supported, like OS13270, OSI UTS, UFT, 
BULL DMIV TP, Unspecified Session layer profile, Unspecified Transport 
layer profile, and Unspecified Network layer profile.

5.3.4. Workstation-Gateway Connections

Normally the OSICONF default values do not have to be changed. However, if 
the older NetNet LAN networking method is used instead of the far more 
common Ethernet or TokenRing method, or if the number of workstations in 
the network exceeds 10, or if there are several gateways in the same LAN, the 
LAN communication environment can be customized under this menu branch.

5.3.5. OSI Support Information

Several miscellaneous fine tuning details are collected in this category. The 
most important is the definition of maximum number of concurrent user counts 
on layers 4-5 and the maximum number of simultaneous logical connections in 
the system. These values need to be set only when they exceed 10.

5.3.6. Trace Settings

If any problems would arise when installing a LAN system to communicate 
with a WAN, the essence of the problem and the reasons for it can be pointed 
out by the service personnel with the use of different kind of traces.

The traces can be set to reflect e.g. the operations of different OSI layer 
processes (tasks), or follow the happenings related to a certain Logical 
Connection Profile (that is, application).
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5.3.7. The Routing Application

The basic idea of this routing application is to allow more than one computer 
systems to communicate with a WAN using a shared X.25 gateway link 
connection. This solution is useful for example for those corporations that have 
several, possibly heterogenous computer environments that situate quite near 
each other. Line costs that are tied to the number of X.25 connections can be 
this way considerably reduced. The data flow paths for a routing system with 
two links is presented in the following diagram.

WAN
Support

X.25 WAN

Link 1 Link 2

Applications WAN Router

Another OS I 
end system

Figure 16 : Functional scheme of the WAN router.

To configure this kind of system, the user selects Application Info in the 
gateway configuration main menu of OSICONF, and then the WAN Routing 
in the Application info submenu. The general router parameters are set in the 
WAN router management form. In the actual router profile forms, the routing 
method parameters are defined separately for the incoming X.25 calls and the 
outgoing X.25 calls. The data flow may be routed by three different separation
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methods: 1) Subaddress in called subnetwork address, 2) calling subnetwork 
address or 3) Connect user data. Also any combination of these methods can be 
used.
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6.1. General

The OS I and SNA target software consist of configurable components, who get 
the needed parameters at program startup from the management part of the 
products. The management part gets the parameters from files produced by a 
configuration program. The parameters that the OSI/SNA management reads 
from the files have already been refined from the human interface format to 
the internal format that the OSI and SNA telecommunication software 
components are able to understand.

In the case of the WS3270 product, a special Loader component is used to pass 
to the other WS3270 blocks the addresses to configuration blocks that it had 
read from a configuration file. The Loader also decides, which parameters the 
other WS3270 components may pick for themselves.

The management provides the individual parameters for all the software layers 
and other components. Though the parameters can be given to target 
components one by one, the parameters still form logical groups, based on the 
components function. So, a very straightforward way to implement a 
development phase configurator was to define each parameter group a 
parameter block, that could be edited on screed as a logical entity. The next 
chapter names the configurable objects, that is, parameter blocks.

6.2. Objects to be Configured

In OSI telecommunication software, the configurable objects are: Link, BSC 
3780, Remote Station, Virtual Channel, Channel Allocation, Transport 
Connection, Session Connection, Application Connection, Application 
Interface driver, ASCII-EBCDIC table and EBCDIC->ASCn table, Buffer 
Pool information block, Control Block 1 & 2, . As can been seen, the grouping 
is logical and clear for the software developers only.

The SNA telecommunication software contains the following configurable 
objects: 3270 LU, 4700 LU (=LU 0), APPC LU, DFD LU support, 
Application Interface driver block, Gateway-Workstation LU, Gateway
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function Pool, Link Station TokenRing/X.25 configuration block, Mode block, 
Partner LU, Physical Unit (PU-block, here the abbreviation means a physical 
link, in the IBM's SNA terminology the "PU" means a management entity), 
Service Access Point TokenRing/X.25 configuration block, Conversation 
Security Profile, Remotedly Attachable Transaction Program Profile, X.25 
subnetwork address list, Buffer Pool information block, Control Block 1, 
Common Management information Block, Startphase command blocks and 
Task & Mailbox data blocks.

In the 3270 Terminal Emulation Program (WS3270) the objects configured 
are: Display Handler, EBCDIC->Alternate character set conversion table, 
EBCDIC->ASCn conversion table, LU3 emulator, Loader, MS-DOS 
Interface, Printer Handler and the main program of WS3270, System Manager.
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6.3. Configuration File Formats Used

6.3.1. The Unpacked Format

The intermediate file format between several Nokia made configuration 
programs, and the destination configuration files read by the 
telecommunication software, is called the Unpacked Format. Except the 
parameter block framing information (block length as a hex word plus 2 ASCII 
characters identifying the block type), the Unpacked Format consists of ASCII 
data elements. The Data elements consist of parameter length information (3 
bytes), parameter Ш number (4 bytes), and the actual configuration data (0-N 
bytes). The parameter blocks are alphabetically organized in the file, according 
the parameter CD-name (Connection Definition name) or SD-name (Software 
Definition name) which are 4 character ASCII strings. A CD-name or SD- 
name exists always in the first parameter element of a CD/SD parameter block. 
Not depending on the destination file format, this intermediate format is the 
same for several configuration programs. The intermediate format reserved the 
possibility to add other configuration data formats to be added under this 
common configuration program API (Application Program Interface).

6.3.2. The Packed Connection Definition Format

The packed Connection Definition format consists of alphabetically organized 
configuration data blocks, like the Unpacked Format. The difference is, that 
the contents of each Configuration Data Block (CDB) is now refined, 
parameter element by parameter element, to the about 20 actual data 
presentation formats that the telecommunication software is able to utilize. So, 
the job of COMCONF's conversion utility is to transform the human interface 
format (ASCII presentation) to different kinds of program variables.

6.3.3. The Packed Software Definition Format

This format is inherited from old conventions used for setting up the internal 
features of Nokia OSI and SNA products. It is based on fixed-length data 
tables and is not as flexible as the newer formats. An advantage of the
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COMCONF's conversions API, used also by other configurators, was to hide 
the existence of this nondynamic format.
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6.4. Technical Statistics of COMCONF

The size of the general purpose development phase configurator is here 
presented in numbers:

Number of parameter input forms:

OSI: 38

SNA : 47

WS3270 : 15

General 18

Total : 118

Number of help forms:

OSI: 61

SNA : 89

WS3270 : 12

Total : 162

Amount of configurable parameters:

OSI : 287

SNA : 346

WS3270: 177

Total : 810

Software size on delivery diskette: 1,2 megabytes
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7. TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS OF OSICONF

7.1. Main Subcomponents and Their Communication

7.1.1. Dividing Software to Separate Components

The user interface (Display Handler, DH) and the Data Base (DB) are the main 
components of OSICONF. Data Base contains also the Result Report 
generating facility. The data is passed between the components by using the 
Message Buffer. The division of software in these components was made for 
enabling easier re-use of the components.

The Display handler was written in C. One reason for this was that the 
ErgoForms runtime support was written also by C. The Data Base was written 
by PL/M, since the amount of small details, like include files, related to the 
OSI telecommunication software was written by PL/M like the communication 
software itself. The PL/M usage had started long time before OS/2 came 
available, and the iRMX real time operating system and the PL/M language 
that came with it offered a basis for network environment programming.

The connections of the OSICONF components are illustrated in the following 
picture:
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Figure 17 : The OSICONF components and their relations to each other.

7.1.2. Interfacing C and PL/M Language Modules

Though the two main components of OSICONF, Data Base and Display 
Handler were written in different programming languages and were quite 
independent from each other, in some places it was sensible to use e.g. 
common routines for e.g. data matrix operations if the data matrix handled was 
the same. Therefore, C to PL/M and PL/M to C calling mechanisms were 
written in assembler to fill the gap between the different stack, call parameter, 
and register use conventions. The idea was to use the assembler routines as 
intermediate modules every time, when the heterogenous high level language 
modules were calling each other.

The functions written in C language have the ability take variable number of 
arguments in function calls, unlike many other languages such as PL/M, Pascal 
and FORTRAN. This feature is available because C functions push parameters 
on stack in right-to-left order, when the last argument in the call parameter list 
is the first one pushed on the stack.
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There is a price that has to be accepted for getting this versatility. In C, the 
calling function has to remove the arguments from the stack, since no one else 
knows how many bytes there are. In PL/M, Pascal and FORTRAN, on the 
contary, the called function removes the arguments from the stack. The slight 
advantage of doing things in the latter way is, that the code removing the 
arguments appears only in one place. If the argument removing code would be 
in the calling function (like in C), the code appears every time a function call is 
made. As the executed function calls are more numerous than the 
manifestations of the functions themselves, the PL/M / Pascal / FORTRAN 
method produces slightly more efficient code that also reserves slightly less 
space.

The principles for making the intermediate modules in assembler are the 
following. First, the stack pointer register SP cannot be used as a base or index 
register due to restrictions of the language itself. Still, to access function call 
parameters placed in stack, it would be convenient if the base of the pointer to 
stack would be constant throughout the whole procedure. So, at start BP is 
pushed to stack and the BP old contents is temporarily replaced by SP.

A second principle, which was not needed in the intermediate modules, is that 
the local data allocation should be done by subtracting the space needed from 
the SP. The restoring of SP would then take place at the end of the assembler 
procedure.

Thirdly, in addition to saving BP to stack, also SI, DI, DS, and SS registers 
have to be saved, if a call from Microsoft C is made.

Fourth principle is that since a pointer value is returned in the DX:AX register 
pair by the C module, and the PL/M expects to find a returned pointer value in 
the ES:BX register pair, the register pairs contents must be changed 
accordingly.

A fifth principle is, that if a C module is called, the intermediate module must 
remove the original parameters from stack after the call to a C function, 
because C expects the argument removing to be in the calling function.
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Here is a practical example of an intermediate module for the call sequence 
C -> Assembler -> PL/M.

Calling C function :
main(arge, argv) ;(Locating in module 0CM9999.C)

This intermediate module in assembler: 
OCm9998_start_interf(W_ARGC,P_FIRST_ARGV_PNTR)

Called PL/M module :
0CM5 4 01_0SICONF_MAIN_MODULE(W_ARGC,P_FIRST_ARGV_PNTR)

_ocm9998_start_interf PROC FAR 

; Save registers
PUSH BP
MOV BP, SP
PUSH SI
PUSH DI
PUSH ss
PUSH DS

; Copy parameters in stack for PLM86 call 
; (PL/M-86 procedure removes these 
; parameters from the stack)

MOV AX, [BP+6] ; W_ARGC
PUSH AX
MOV AX,[BP+10] ; P_F1RST_ARGV_PNTR
PUSH AX
MOV AX,[BP+8]
PUSH AX

; Call OCM5401, the main module of the OSICONF. 
CALL OCM5 4 01_0SICONF_MAIN_MODULE

; Restore registers
POP DS
POP SS
POP DI
POP SI
POP BP

; For sure 
CLD

; Calling routine (in C language) removes the 
; original parameters from the stack.

RET 0
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And the next example is for passing parameters to the other direction (by using 
an intermediate module) : C -> Assembler -> PL/M.

.•Calling PL/M module:
; OCM5 616_LC_SUMMARY
;Call syntax to this intermediate module in assembler: 
; P_OCS5252_PNTR = OCM5608_FIND_ROW (W_PARM_ID);

; Called C function:
; occ5245_find_row (W_PARM_ID)

OCM5608_FIND_ROW PROC FAR

; Save registers
PUSH BP
MOV BP, SP
PUSH DS

; Modify DS register for C 
PUSH SS
POP DS

; Also SS and CS must be preserved, but the saving is 
; not necessary in this procedure

; Copy parameters in stack for C call
MOV AX, [BP+6] ; W_PARM_ID
PUSH AX

; call the DH module
CALL _occ5245_find_row

; remove the parameters of the C call from the stack 
ADD SP,2

; Pointer value is returned in the DX:AX by the C 
; module, but a PLM module gets the returned pointer 
; value from the ES:BX, so adjust the registers.

MOV ES,DX
MOV BX,AX

; Restore registers 
POP DS
POP BP

; Remove original parameters from the stack 
RET 2
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7.2. Data Base

7.2.1. Static Data Structures

The of the static data structures of Data Base (DB) the following 4 tables are 
the most important: 1) Table for the allowed combinations of characteristic 
link parameters. 2) A state machine type screen control table that decides how 
the messages coming from the Display Handler (DH) of OSICONF are acted 
upon. 3) A table to enable multiple-page form sets, that are controlled by DB. 
In practice these handlings were taken care by the DH, but this feature 
provided an alternative for distributed display control. 4) A data table 
containing information about the initialization of Logical Profiles and the form 
set numbers that enable DB to tell DH to ask the right parameters from the 
user.

7.2.2. Dynamic Data Structures

In addition to the static data, the Data Base had to keep track about the non- 
completed configuration system during the configuration session. In practice 
this meant that the OSI "half-chains" containing Physical Network definitions 
or Logical Connection definitions have to be maintained until the half-chains 
are connected, when the user completes the configuration. Also a lot of other 
dynamic data structures related to workstation-gateway connections etc. have 
to be maintained before the OSICONF is exited.

7.2.3. Configuration Entity Validness Verifications

The Level 3 and Level 4 checkings, on form set level and on configuration 
system level, respectively, belong to the duties of the DB. The task is a very 
important one, since complex communications systems are too difficult to 
configure always correctly (even if the configurer person would be a 
communications professional), if the configurator program would not provide 
the expert-system like intelligence.
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7.3. Display Handler

7.3.1. Static Tables

OSICONF's Display Handler code was designed to be independent of the 
application (OSI configuration), for which it was designed. All the application 
related information is gathered into 5 static data tables and form layout files. In 
addition, 3 modules written by the C language contain case structures where 
some special function key commands, e.g. profile deleting commands, are 
interpreted to codes sent to the Data Base. This maximum independence of the 
application enables that the same user interface code could be used in other 
projects too.

7.3.2. Display Operations

Since the number of configurable parameters and the number of different 
telecommunication environments is large, the number of different types of 
combinations of these is even larger, even if the obsolent combinations were 
not counted. One thing worth mentioning is that the allowed functions (and 
function keys) vary also, depending on the target environment and 
OSICONF's program state.

To meet this challenge, the Display Handler of OSICONF was equipped with a 
modular system for composing the displayed forms like mosaic pictures. The 
information, which modular parts belonged for which function code ( = 
OSICONF state code) to facilitate a complete screen layout for the user, was 
stored in a static matrix table. This way the amount of development and 
maintenance work needed is dramatically smaller. The product could also be 
put faster on the market.

The modularity was also employed in bufferings. Each part of a display has its 
own data buffer for information to be displayed or edited. In addition, the data 
buffers are independent from the external presentation format that each piece 
of data has on the screen.

After this paragraph, an example form is represented. In that form the topmost 
row, header line, is actually a different form module than the frame part of the 
form that contains the characteristic data related to the logical profile FTAM
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INITIATOR REM plus all the form border lines plus the function key bar at 
the bottom of the screen. The third modular form part is the middle area of the 
screen, partly overlayed here by a separate help form.

ilOKIA OSICOMF U 1.07 Logical network Definition Forn Z69

Logical profile type JTAM miTIATOR REM AC name TTST^Tl Call type

LOGICAL DETAIL LEVEL C0MFI6URATI0M, TIMER IMFO

Transport TTR timer value :

This timer defines how long the sending transport entity tries to 
open a new network connection and resynchronize after connection 
break. Meeded in class 15 3. Unit: Is. Usual default value- 10 .

Transport flow control timer 
Transport TTR timer value 
Transport TWR timer value

Release timeout for network connection 
Concatenation timer

18 (e. If class 1 or 3) 
И (s, If class 1 or 3)

is)
(s)

Help=Fl HextUal=F5 Save=F9 Exit=F10

Figure 18 : An example of a Logical Connection definition form, where afield 

help is activated.

7.3.3. Implementation of Colors

Since there were 8 different type of display units to be supported, the color 
system of the user interface was implemented by using virtual color 
attributes. This means, that the virtual colors of all the small details of each 
form stored in the form file were mapped to the final colors by using a color 
parameter file. The right color parameter file for the display type used is 
chosen at OSICONF installation. The OSICONF installation means just that 
the file which has the same filename prefix as as is printed at the back of a 
display unit, and the filename extension ".PAR", is copied over the file 
OSICONF.PAR. When the program is started, it reads the right color 
information for the particular hardware, where OSICONF is run.

An example of a color parameter file for the display unit DU 146 is listed on 
the following page.
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/ PARAMETER FILE FOR DU146 DISPLAY
/
/ PRODUCT :
/ MADE BY:
/ DESCRIPTION: 
/ CREATED :
/ EDITIONS:
/
/

OSICONF 
Nokia Data
OSICONF display handlings parameter file
1991-01-25
1991-02-07
1991-04-07

MODE TYPE =01 / 01 = Not monochrome, text mode, enable
/ colour-burst mode
/ 05 = Not monochrome, text mode, disable 
/ colour-burst mode

NO_OF_COLORS =04 / 01 = 2 colours, 02 = 4 colours, 04 = 16
/ colours

PALETTE
BORDER
BLINKING

= 00,01,02,03,04,05,14,3F,38,39,3A,3B,3C,3D,3E,07
= 3F
=01 / 00 = Blinking foreground, 01 = 16

/ background colours

/ Color conversions :

COLOR_ CONV = 3D,70 / Status line (displayed messages)
COLOR_ CONV = 3E, 70 / Status line (displ error popup msges)
COLOR_ CONV = 04,70 / Status line (displ error messages, EF)
COLOR_ CONV = 05,70 / Status line (error messages, EF)
COLOR_,CONV = 13, IB / Normal help (normal help text)
COLOR- CONV = IE, 17 / Super highlighted help (e.g. allowed

/ values)
COLOR, CONV = 51, IE / Highlighted help (help titles)
COLOR_¡CONV = 2F, 17 / Header (1st row on screen)
COLOR_¡CONV - 32,30 / Func. key explanations (on 24th line)
COLOR,,CONV = IF, F0 / Not active entry field
COLOR_,CONV = 21, IE / Active entry field
COLOR_¡CONV = 17,F0 / Startup page big chars (backgr color)
COLOR,_CONV = 78, IE / Startup page big characters' shadow

/ (backgr. color)
COLOR, CONV = 07,71 / Normal explanation text
COLOR,_CONV = 0D, 71 / Border (drawn on form)
COLOR,¡CONV = OF,70 / Highlighted explanation
COLOR 'CONV = 6F, 07 / Shadow of a popup form
/

To facilitate an impressive visual outlook, a virtual-color editor program, 
FFCOLUPD, was designed as a small part of the thesis project. With that 
program, it is possible to edit one- and two-dimensional color elements 
displayed on a screen. The idea of the program is to allow color editions to be 
done as a mass production to allow user interface colors of different programs 
belonging to the same product family to be afterwards edited to have the the 
same outlook to the customer.
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7.4. Technical Statistics

The size of the general purpose development phase configurator is here 
presented in numbers:

Number of parameter input forms: 137

Number of OS I help forms: 133

Amount of configurable parameters: 305

Software size on delivery diskette: 600 kilobytes
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8. AN EXAMPLE OF OSICONF USAGE

8.1. Preparatory Procedures

In this example installation, we have a local area network consisting of a Nokia 
Alfaskop microcomputer as the gateway and 1-N Alfaskop workstations. The 
machines are connected into local area network by using either Token Ring or 
Ethernet cabling and LAN communication cards. (It is no matter to OSICONF, 
which one of these two methods is used.) A WAN-AT communications board 
has been installed in the gateway computer.

Before this example configuration session is started, the following software 
environment has been installed (in this order) on the hardware: OS/2 into all 
machines, LAN Manager Server (to the same OSI gateway or to a different 
one) and LAN Manager Workstation program in workstation(s). Then WAN 
Gateway Program to gateway, WAN Workstation Program to the 1-N 
workstations, WAN OSI 4-5 Program to the gateway and an application 
running on OSI layer five, like X.400 RTS, to the network machines in the 
way the product installation manuals tell to do.

Let us assume that the goal of the OSI configuration is to establish a 
connection from the application software (in this case X.400 RTS), that is run 
in the LAN, to packet switched network, using X.25 as the network protocol 
and LAPB as the link protocol. The network interface is V.24/V.28 point-to- 
point connection via a leased line.

As a preparation to the OSI configurations, the user has to make an agreement 
with a local telephone company or a PTT for leasing the line. The company 
who leases the line has consulted with the user about the communication needs 
and the following parameters have been agreed on: 4 switched two-way virtual 
channels are used, and the line speed is 9600 bits per second. No optional 
facilities were subscribed. Packet size is 128 bytes and window size is 2 in 
both send and receive. The user has been given his own subnetwork address.

8.2. OSI Configuration for Gateway

It is assumed that your the directory is now where OSICONF is located after a 
WAN Support program installation, typically C:\NCOM\BIN. It is worth
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remembering that the user can ask help for a parameter by pressing FI, or help 
for a whole parameter entity by pressing Shift+Fl, as is indicated on function 
key bar. The following step-by-step guide giver the reader an understanding of 
what actions are needed to install an example WAN gateway.

1) Start OSICONF by issuing the command OSICONF.
2) Select CREATE and GW. Input your name and a comment 

describing the configuration purpose if you want.
3) Start to configure by pressing F9, as is guided on the function 

key bar.

4) Press F2 to enter Physical Network definitions.
5) To create a link, press F2.
6) From the link characteristics selection list, you see that the 

first displayed combination, PACKET SW + X.25 + LAPB + 
V24/V28LEASED, PP matches exactly your need, so select 
the right set of characteristic link parameters by pressing 
Enter on that horizontal line.

7) You now get a parameter form to screen with default values 
ready set for you. The only Physical Network parameters 
that you typically have to now set are: The lowest used 
(here: switched two-way) channel number(s) (e.g. 1, agreed 
on line subscription) and the amount of such virtual 
channels (here: 4), and the line speed (in this case 9600). 
NOTE: It is not compulsory to configure your own 
subnetwork address, since it will automatically be added to 
our CALL, by the network. If you, on the contary, do not 
leave that parameter field empty, type the your subnetwork 
number correctly.

8) Press F9 to save the Physical Network parameters and exit by 
pressing F10 two times.

9) Press F3 to enter Logical Connection definitions, and F2 to 
create a Logical Profile.

10) Select X.400 RTS by moving first cursor vertically with 
arrow keys to right alternative and pressing then Enter.

11) Default parameters are OK for you, so just save them by F9 
and exit by pressing F10 two times.
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12) Go to workstation-gateway connection definitions by
pressing F4 in the main menu. Create a WS-GW 
connection by F2.

13) Select NETBIOS protocol by pressing Enter, since you are 
using Ethernet or Token Ring. (The older NOKIA LAN is 
only for Nokia NetNet cabling environment.)

14) If the maximum number of workstations using the OS I 
gateway is 10 or less, you do not have to do anything, else 
replace the default value 10. Take care of that the Gateway 
NetBIOS name (e g. OSICUOO) is unique in the LAN, 
since the workstations will generate connections to the 
gateway by using that name. Save by F9 and exit by pressing 
F10 two times.

15) Complete and save the configuration by F6.
16) If you want, you can generate now or later the result report of 

the configuration by pressing F9 in the main menu. Exit 
finally OSICONF by pressing F10 twice.

Now the user can start the OS I gateway by booting it, if he has selected 
AUTOMATIC STARTUP in the WAN Support installation program and the 
command OSISTART has been set into the STARTUP.CMD file. It is also 
possible to manually start the WAN Support software.

8.3. OSI Configuration for Workstations

The configuration of workstation(s) is very simple. Almost always it is enough 
to configure just the workstation-gateway connections. If several workstations 
are to be connected, the resulting workstation configuration files 
OSICD02.CNF and OSISD02.CNF that the first workstation configuration 
session produces, can be copied from C:\NCOM\CONF to the other 
workstations.

1) Start OSICONF by issuing the command OSICONF.
2) Select CREATE and WS. Input your name and a comment 

describing the configuration purpose if you want.
3) Start to configure by pressing F9, as is guided on the function 

key bar.
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4) Go to workstation-gateway connection definitions by 
pressing F4 in the main menu. Create a WS-GW 
connection by F2.

5) Select NETBIOS protocol by pressing Enter, since you are 
using Ethernet or Token Ring. (The older NOKIA LAN is 
only for Nokia NetNet cabling environment.)

6) Take care of that the Gateway NetBIOS name (e.g. 
OSICUOO) is the one you have set in the WAN gateway, 
since the workstations will generate connections to the 
gateway by using the name. (The workstation NetBIOS 
names will be automatically generated by appending the 
LAN adapter card number of a workstation in the end of WS 
NetBIOS name body.) Save by F9 and exit by pressing F10 
two times.

7) Complete and save the configuration by F6.
8) If you want, you can generate now or later the result report of 

the configuration by pressing F9 in the main menu. Exit 
finally OSICONF by pressing F10 twice.

Now the user can start the OS I workstation(s) by booting, if he has selected 
AUTOMATIC STARTUP in the WAN Support installation program and the 
command OSISTART has been set into the STARTUP.CMD file(s). It is also 
possible to manually start the WAN Support software.
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9. COMPARING NOKIA AND IBM SOLUTIONS

In March 1991 IBM published its OS/2 OSI/Communications Subsystem 
Configuration and Administration Guide. Since the product is so new, and the 
author of this thesis got the documenting only two weeks before finishing this 
thesis, it was possible to investigate it only by the manual basis. However, the 
X.25 configuration facility of the OSI configurator by IBM is inherited from a 
slightly older product, IBM OS/2 Communications Manager, and that software 
could be tested on an IBM PS/2 Model 80 microcomputer. The X.25 
configuration facility of the Communications Manager allows the user to 
configure adapter profiles, link profiles, the directory and the routing table.

To put things in a nutshell: The X.25 configuration part, which is already 
familiar from the IBM OS/2 Communications Manager, looks quite usable. In 
large, it resembles functionally the Nokia OSICONF's X.25 configurations.

The difference is huge what comes to other than X.25 level configurations. 
The IBM product works like a macro language compiler. The user is asked to 
use any ASCII editor to create text files filled by macro commands.

The communication parameters, which are numerous, have quite cryptic 
names. For example, if the user wants to set the communication system to "Use 
Explicit Flow Control", then he must write a "T2FLWCTL=*YES" command 
to the configuration file.

When a configuration file is edited to be ready, the configurator is "batch run" 
to affect the configuration file. There are no immediate syntax checkings when 
the data is entered, nor guiding helps.

It is quite possible, that the user might make an error when writing the 
configuration file. If the configured system is large and has many 
communications features, it is very likely that the user has to do some iterative 
work by using the trial-and-err method to succeed with an communications 
system installation.

An extract from the IBM product's manual is listed on the following page. 
This example extract is only a very small part of a configuration file that is 
written like a macroassembler program by an ASCII text editor.
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.************************************************************* 
; Add transport class 4 mode called TCLASS4
; TCLASS4 uses the connectionless-mode network service (CLNS). 
**************************************************************

ADDOSITPTM TPTM0DE=TCLASS4 NETSRV=*CLNS TPDUSIZE=512 + 
CLASSNEG=*NONE PEERCREDIT=8 RCVTPDU=8 + 

AKWAITTM=50000 T4CHKSUM=*N0 T4TMNCOUNT=2 +
T4RTNTM=60000 T4GVUPTM=180000 T4INACTTM=600000 +
T4WDWTM=240000 T4RSRNTM=600000 T4TCNNTM=20000 +
CLNSEGMENT=*NO
.*************************************************************

Important things for a customer that wants to run his own business, are:

1) How much time must be spent to learn the product?

2) How much manhours are spent to the system maintenance?

3) How much time is spent with the installation procedure?

4) Will the installation succeed?

When these criteria are kept in mind, it must be said, that though the IBM's 
OSI configurator is a newer product than OSICONF by Nokia, only its X.25 
configuration facility is at acceptable level. What comes to the configuration of 
all the other IBM's OSI subsystem features, it is a whole product generation 
behind OSICONF.
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1 о. DEVELOPMENT IDEAS FOR OSICONF

If OSICONF's functionality would in future be developed further, the 
following list of suggestions might come into question:

The configuration files in the current directory (which have 
the .CNF extension), could be displayed to the user in a 
directory window at the start of the program. The user could 
then select the right file to be modified, by using the arrow 
keys.

There could be a hotkey to evoke a mapping table on screen. 
That table would display the Logical Connection profiles 
configured for each of the Physical Network profiles used in 
the configuration. The connection of the PN and LC 
definitions could be made by the link number of the profiles.

Those fields that contain default parameters that have been 
later modified by the user, could be shown on the screen by a 
different color to emphasize the nonstandard changes made 
to the telecommunication system configuration.
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11. GENERAL VIEWS TO FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENT IN THIS AREA

As the LAN-to-WAN communications systems capabilities and the number of 
new applications continuously increase, the network configuration products 
have to develop to the direction of being more and more intelligent expert 
systems.

The network configurators become able to display the network as a graph. The 
network structure can be then observed in an illustrative format. An example 
product which presents the network as a graph is the Network Node Manager 
by HP. A selected object on the screen can be zoomed to be viewed in detail. 
(The function of the HP Network Node Manager is not to configure a net, but 
to watch the systems performance, control the network access rights and error 
situations, plus establish and close connections.)

The user interface of the programs move to the direction of CUA (Common 
User Access) model.

The programs which come with an user interface, are more often divided into 
two parts, the one being the client part and other the server part, according to 
the client-server data processing model. According to that model, the data base 
is in the server part, that can be for example a LAN server. The actual user 
interface part (client part) is located typically in a LAN workstation. By 
separating the data to the server part and the program logic to the client end, it 
is possible to alter only one part of the system without being compelled to 
modify the all of it.

The help screens converge to the direction of hypertext.

Distributed and parallel execution of application program tasks becomes more 
common.

To enable easier configuration procedure, some of the communication 
parameters will be downloadable from the host computer.

Remote configuration facilities and the ability configure more and more 
features on fly become more common. The network address information can 
be fetched from the network by using the directory model defined in the X.500 
series standards.
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As the RAM memory becomes cheaper, full OS I and SNA stacks will be run 
in the workstations. This is the logical result of the development towards more 
and more distributed data processing systems.
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12. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

12.1. Overall Summary

This thesis text discussed first the fundamental theory of the OSI 
communication architecture. Also the basic features of the SNA concept were 
briefly listed. Then the target environment and the target software products for 
the communication configuration programs developed were presented. Next, 
the requirements for the configuration software were listed. The next three 
chapters highlight the key solutions to meet the design goals.

Then, a practical example of configuring a Local Area Network to 
communicate over WAN is given. Finally, the results achieved are shortly 
compared to another product for the same purpose. Some development ideas 
for the OSI configurator are suggested and future trends in this business area 
are viewed.

In the actual thesis project, a software product, OSICONF was developed for 
parameterizing the OSI telecommunications. The OSI configurator is shipped 
as a part of the WAN (Wide Area Network) Support Program by Nokia. By 
using the WAN Support software, the workstations connected into a Local 
Area Network are able to communicate over a WAN with remote host systems. 
The WAN Support Program is sold in several European countries, the sales 
volumes being currently thousands of WAN Support software packages per 

year.

12.2. Conclusions

More and more people that are not computer communications specialists will 
be dealing with network installation procedures. Since the amount of 
applications offered for network environment increase, the network 
configurations require more expertise. Therefore, more and more intelligence 
has to be embedded in the network configuration products to hide the 
complexities from the end user.

As the processing power of workstations is increasing continuously, the LAN- 
to-WAN networking could easily become a bottleneck in national and
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international enterprise communications. Therefore 
connectivity may become a major strategic company asset.

microcomputer
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A APPENDIX

A.1 OSICONF REPORT LISTING FOR A GATEWAY

This appendix presents an example of a simple gateway configuration. It is for 
connecting a LAN running X.400 RTS application software to a Packet Data 
Switched Network via X.25 connection. The parameters listed in this 
OSICDOO.LST file were set by the OSICONF configuration session for a 
gateway discussed in the chapter "AN EXAMPLE OF OSICONF USAGE .

1991-04-25 22.58
OSICONF 
RESULT REPORT 
GW configuration 
File: OSICDOO.LST

1991-04-25 22.58
CONTENTS

page
SUMMARY ...........................................................

LOGICAL CONNECTIONS 
PHYSICAL CONNECTIONS 
WS-GW CONNECTIONS

1 HISTORY ......................................................... 1
2 CONFIGURATION DETAILS ..........................................  2

2.1 OS I SUPPORT INFO ...........................................  2
2.2 LOGICAL CONNECTIONS ........................................ 3
2.3 PHYSICAL CONNECTIONS ....................................... 7
2.4 WS-GW CONNECTIONS ..........................................  9
2.5 TRACE DEFINITIONS ..........................................  10

1991-04-25 22.58
SUMMARY

ii

LOGICAL CONNECTIONS

LOGICAL AC CALL LINK/PERM/ ST. page
PROFILE TYPE NAME TYPE MULT NR
X.400 RTS AC50 OUT DEFAULT RDY 3
X.400 RTS AC51 IN DEFAULT RDY 5

PHYSICAL CONNECTIONS

LI NETWORK NETW LINK NETW AD DRV ST. page
NR TYPE PROT PROT INTERFACE NR NR
1 PACKET SW X.25 LAP В V2 4/V2 8LEASED PP 1 17 RDY 7

WS-GW CONNECTIONS

PROTOCOL MAX GW NETBIOS ADP ACT ST. page
WSs NAME NR

NETBIOS 10 OSICU00 0 ACT RDY 9
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1991-04-25 22.58

1 HISTORY

DATE TIME FLAGS
01234567

USER

1991-04-25 22.34 00000000 Kai Sjöblom

1991-04-25 22.53 00000000 Kai Sjöblom
1991-04-25 22.54 00000000 Kai Sjöblom
1991-04-25 22.56 00000000 Kai Sjöblom
1991-04-25 22.57 00000000 Kai Sjöblom
1991-04-25 22.58 00000000 Kai Sjöblom

COMMENT

For X.400 RTS conn to PSDN

Registr. timeout 180->300 
Max transport credit 6->4 
X.25 D-bit procedure : USED 
Max number of WS's: 10->20 
Default GW parameters back

1991-04-25 22.58

2 CONFIGURATION DETAILS

2.1 OSI SUPPORT INFO

GW COUNTS

Max concurrent logical connections 0 
Max cone, session layer connections 0 
Max cone, transp. layer connections 0

BUFFER POOL INFO

Buffer pool 
Buffer pool 
Buffer pool 
Buffer pool 
Buffer pool 
Buffer pool 
Buffer pool 
Buffer pool 
Buffer pool 
Buffer pool 
Buffer pool 
Buffer pool 
Buffer pool 
Buffer pool 
Buffer pool

1: Buffer size
1: Buffer count
2: Buffer size
2: Buffer count
3 : Buffer size
3 : Buffer count
4: Buffer size
4: Buffer count
5: Buffer size
5: Buffer count
6: Buffer size
6: Buffer count
7: Buffer size
7: Buffer count
info : Calculation mode

MISCELLANEOUS DETAILS

Operating environment 
Detail flags 1 
Detail flags 2

48
188
160
48
888
48
80

36
96

48
2400

4
908
3

AUTOMATIC

OS/2
0011000000000000
1100000000000000



SESSION POOL INFO

Session pool 1 name
Session pool 2 name
Session pool 3 name
Session pool 4 name
Session pool 5 name
Session pool 6 name
Session pool 7 name
Session pool 8 name
Session pool 9 name
Session pool 10 name

1991-04-25 22.58

2.2 LOGICAL CONNECTIONS

2.2.1 LOGICAL CONNECTION 1

MAIN PARAMETERS

Logical profile type X.400 RTS
AC name AC50
Call type allowed (IN/OUT) OUT
Link number 1
Permanent channel number 0
Multiplexing group 0
Multiplexing count i
Comment for profile

TIMERS

IOQE stack emptying timer value 2
Timer TIM value 60
TTR timer value in seconds 10
TWR timer value in seconds 60
Frozen reference time 1
Confirm PDU timeout 60
Release response primitive timeout 60
Flow control timer 3
Release timeout for network conn. 5
Concatenation timer 1

FLOW CONTROL

Congestion high limit 8
Congestion low limit 5
Internal window for NASSE 4
Maximum credit initially 6
Flow control threshold 5



оSegmenting mode for application 
Max. TSDU-size for sending 
Max. TSDU-size for receiving 
Maximum size of TPDU ( 2**X ) 
Max segment size

TRANSPORT CLASS

Transport protocol class initially 
Basic options 
Additional options

1991-04-25 22.58

ADDRESSES

Calling SSAP address 
Called SSAP address 
Calling SSAP reference 
Called SSAP reference 
Common reference
Additional reference information 
Calling TSAP address 
Called TSAP address 
Remote subnetwork address 
Remote NSAP address

USER DATA

User data in CN SPDU 
User data in CR TPDU 
User data in CR NPDU 
Separation method for NETW 
Separation data for NETW

FACILITIES

Send window size
Receive window size
Packet size
Accept reverse charge
Throughput class
Request Reverse Charge/Dummy/No
Registr. Priv. Oper. Agency code used
RPOA code
Closed User Group index used 
Closed User Group index

OTHER OSI OPTIONS

2048
2048
10
768

0
00000000
00000001

10000000

0
0

0
NO
NOT USED
NO
NO
FFFF
NO
FF

Connection/Release negotiator USER/OSI



SS-user requirements 
Protocol options 
Local choices 
Token settings 
Token item 
Version number 
Transport disconnect 
Initial serial number 
Routing (ON/OFF)
D-bit procedure in use

1991-04-25 22.58

2.2.2 LOGICAL CONNECTION 2

MAIN PARAMETERS

Logical profile type 
AC name
Call type allowed (IN/OUT) 
Link number
Permanent channel number 
Multiplexing group 
Multiplexing count 
Comment for profile

TIMERS

IOQE stack emptying timer value
Timer TIM value
TTR timer value in seconds
TWR timer value in seconds
Frozen reference time
Confirm PDU timeout
Release response primitive timeout
Flow control timer
Release timeout for network conn.
Concatenation timer

FLOW CONTROL

Congestion high limit 
Congestion low limit 
Internal window for NASSE 
Maximum credit initially 
Flow control threshold 
Segmenting mode for application 
Max. TSDU-size for sending 
Max. TSDU-size for receiving 
Maximum size of TPDU ( 2**X ) 
Max segment size

0000000000000000
0
00000000
00000000
00000000
1
YES

OFF
NOT USED

X.400 RTS 
AC51 
IN 

1
0
0

1

2
60

10
60

1
60
60

3
5

1

8
5
4

6
5

0
2048
2048
10
768



TRANSPORT CLASS

Transport protocol class initially 
Basic options 
Additional options

1991-04-25 22.58

ADDRESSES

Calling SSAP address 
Called SSAP address 
Calling SSAP reference 
Called SSAP reference 
Common reference
Additional reference information 
Calling TSAP address 
Called TSAP address 
Remote subnetwork address 
Remote NSAP address

USER DATA

User data in CN SPDU 
User data in CR TPDU 
User data in CR NPDU 
Separation method for NETW 
Separation data for NETW

FACILITIES

Send window size
Receive window size
Packet size
Accept reverse charge
Throughput class
Request Reverse Charge/Dummy/No
Registr. Priv. Oper. Agency code used
RPOA code
Closed User Group index used 
Closed User Group index

OTHER OSI OPTIONS

Connection/Release negotiator
SS-user requirements
Protocol options
Local choices
Token settings
Token item
Version number

0
00000000
00000001

00000000

0
0

0
NO
NOT USED
NO
NO
FFFF
NO
FF

USER/OSI
0000000000000000
0
00000000
00000000
00000000
1



Transport disconnect 
Initial serial number 
Routing (ON/OFF)
D-bit procedure in use

YES

OFF
NOT USED

1991-04-25 22.58

2.3 PHYSICAL CONNECTIONS

2.3.1 PHYSICAL CONNECTION 1

MAIN PARAMETERS

Link number
Network type
Network protocol
Link protocol
Network interface
Driver number (NIOS Device nr)
Driver number used in OSICONF
Adapter number
Configuration status

X.25

1
PACKET SW 
X.25 
LAP В
V24/V28LEASED PP 

17 
17

1
RDY

Local NSAP address 
Local subnetwork address
RTR response timer interval 180
CR response timer interval 200
RSR response timer interval 180
CLR response timer interval 180
Window status trans. timer interv. 60
Window rotation timer interval 150
INT response timer interval 180
REJ response timer interval 60
RGR response timer interval 180
RTR retransmission count 1
RSR retransmission count 1
CLR retransmission count 1
DT retransmission count 0
REJ retransmission count 1
RGR retransmission count 1
Nr of permanent virtual channels 0
Lowest permanent virtual channel 1
Nr of sw. incoming virt. channels 0
Lowest switched incoming virtual ch. 1
Nr of sw. two-way virt. channels 10
Lowest switched two-way virtual ch. 1
Nr of sw. outgoing virt. channels 0
Lowest switched outgoing virtual ch. 11
Modulo (in packet seq. number) 8
Packet level DCE/DTE role DTE
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Send window size 2
Receive window size 2
Call-Accepted packet format EXTENDED FMAT, NO SUBN ADDR
Sw. link oper. allowed for appi. pgms NO

1991-04-25 22.58

Auto Closing timeout for switched Ink 0 
Minimize X.25 RR-packet sending NO
Extended format to Restart packet NO

LAP В

LAPB Tl (control timeout) 20 
LAPВ T2 (ack timeout) Ю 
LAPВ N2 (exception retry count) 10
LAPВ window size '
LAPВ frame size 0
Activation ACT
Auto reactivation ACT
LAPS : Line speed 4800
Wait time before XMIT (ms) 2
LAPS: NRZI coding NO
Send RR poll YES
FRMR sending denied NO
DTR and RTS always ON YES
CTS timeout (s) Ю
Link DCE/DTE role DTE
Trace flags 00000000

FACILITIES

Registration option NO 
Reverse charge option NO 
Closed User Group option NO 
Non-standard packet/window option NO 
Flow control negotiation option NO 
Throughput class option NO 
NSAPs are allowed NO 
NUI delivery NO

1991-04-25 22.58

2.4 WS-GW CONNECTIONS

2.4.1 WS-GW CONNECTION 1
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MAIN PARAMETERS

Link protocol NETBIOS
Max number of workstations Ю
Activation ACT
Configuration status ROY

NETBIOS PARAMETERS

WS NetBIOS name
GW NetBIOS name OSICUOO
NetBIOS Receive Timeout 0
NetBIOS Send Timeout 0
NetBIOS Adapter Number 0
NetBIOS driver name NET1

1991-04-25 22.58

2.5 TRACE DEFINITIONS

10

LOGICAL CONNECTION RELATED TRACES

TRACE FLAGS
LOGICAL
PROFILE TYPE

AC
NAME

CALL
TYPE

SESSION
LAYER

TRANSPORT
LAYER

NETWORK
LAYER

X.400 RTS
X.400 RTS

AC50
AC51

OUT
IN

00000000
00000000

00000000
00000000

00000000
00000000

OSI SUPPORT TRACES

OSI Support trace, 
OSI Support trace, 
OSI Support trace, 
OSI Support trace, 
OSI Support trace, 
OSI Support trace, 
OSI Support trace,

NASSE task 
Session layer task 
Transp. layer task 
Network layer task 
Management task 
Timer task 
ICC interface task

00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000
00000000

TRACE AREA SIZES

Trace memory size 0
System message file size 0
Trace file size 0

TRACE DEVICE SELECTION

Trace device 00000000



A.2 OSICONF REPORT LISTING FOR A 
WORKSTATION

This appendix presents an example of a workstation configuration. It is for 
connecting a local area network workstations to a WAN gateway having the 
NetBIOS name OSICUOO. The parameters listed in this OSICD02.LST file 
were set by the example OSICONF configuration session for a workstation, 
discussed in chapter "AN EXAMPLE OF OSICONF USAGE".

1991-04-25 23.13

OSICONF 

RESULT REPORT 

WS configuration 

File: OSICD02.LST

1991-04-25 23.13 1

CONTENTS
page

SUMMARY ........................................................... 11
WS-GW CONNECTIONS

1 HISTORY ......................................................  1

2 CONFIGURATION DETAILS ...........................................  2
2.1 OSI SUPPORT INFO ............................................ 2
2.2 WS-GW CONNECTIONS ..........................................  3
2.3 TRACE DEFINITIONS ..........................................  4

1991-04-25 23.13 Ü

SUMMARY

WS-GW CONNECTIONS

PROTOCOL MAX GW NETBIOS WS NETBIOS ADP ACT ST. page
GWs NAME NAME NR

NETBIOS 1 OSICUOO OSIWS 0 ACT RDY 3
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1991-04-25 23.13

1 HISTORY

DATE TIME FLAGS
01234567

USER

1991-04-25 23.08 00000000 Kai Sjöblom

1991-04-25 23.09 00000000 Kai Sjöblom
1991-04-25 23.10 00000000 Kai Sjöblom
1991-04-25 23.11 00000000 Kai Sjöblom
1991-04-25 23.12 00000000 Kai Sjöblom
1991-04-25 23.13 00000000 Kai Sjöblom

COMMENT

X. 400 RTS config. for WS

Max concurr. log. conn->20 
Trace to CONSOLE, PDUtrace 
Ctrl-C/Break disabled 
Mg task : Basic mailbox tr. 
Default WS values set back

1991-04-25 23.13

2 CONFIGURATION DETAILS

2.1 OSI SUPPORT INFO

WS APPLICATION INFO

Max concurrent logical connections 0
Max segment size

BUFFER POOL INFO

Buffer pool 1: Buffer size 48
Buffer pool 1: Buffer count 46
Buffer pool 2: Buffer size 0
Buffer pool 2: Buffer count 0
Buffer pool 3: Buffer size 1088
Buffer pool 3: Buffer count 15
Buffer pool 4: Buffer size 80
Buffer pool 4: Buffer count 10
Buffer pool 5: Buffer size 96
Buffer pool 5: Buffer count 10
Buffer pool 6: Buffer size 2400
Buffer pool 6: Buffer count 1
Buffer pool 7: Buffer size 0
Buffer pool 7: Buffer count 0
Buffer pool info : Calculation mode AUTOMATIC

MISCELLANEOUS DETAILS

Operating environment 
Detail flags 1 
Detail flags 2

OS/2
0000000000000000
0000000000000000
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1991-04-25 23.13

2.2 WS-GW CONNECTIONS

2.2.1 WS-GW CONNECTION 1

MAIN PARAMETERS

Link, protocol 
Max number of gateways 
Activation 
Configuration status

NETBIOS
1

ACT
RDY

NETBIOS PARAMETERS

GW NetBIOS name 
WS NetBIOS name 
NetBIOS Receive Timeout 
NetBIOS Send Timeout 
NetBIOS Adapter Number 
NetBIOS driver name

OSICUOO
OSIWS

0
0
0

NET1

1991-04-25 23.13

2.3 TRACE DEFINITIONS

OSI SUPPORT TRACES

OSI Support trace, NASSE task 00000000 
OSI Support trace, Management task 00000000 
OSI Support trace, Timer task 00000000

TRACE AREA SIZES

Trace memory size 
System message file size 
Trace file size

TRACE DEVICE SELECTION

Trace device 00000000
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A.3 AN EXAMPLE MODULE OF OSICONF

There are four levels of configuration data velidness checkings in OSICONF. 
Level 1 checks the data types (hexadecimal / ASCII string / numeric / binary 
flagbit / alphabetic etc.).

Level 2 checks the given parameter values on one-by-one basis. The whole 
task is not there, however. The configuration program has over a hundred 
different parameter set input situations. The system can be thought as a state 
machine. Like in a state machine, there are only a finite number of possible 
actions starting from a state of OSICONF. There are also only a certain 
number of input string values that may me accepted in a certain state of the 
configyration program. Depending on the configuration state, the scale of 
allowable parameter values varies sometimes considerably. The example 
module presented in this appendix does the level 2 checkings.

The level 3 checkings concern validness checkings for a parameter set 
belonging to a parameter input form or form set, and the level 4 checkings are 
for calculating the functionality and sensibility of a whole telecommunication 
system configuration.

The checkings belonging to levels 1 and 2 are done near the end user, in the 
Display Handler part of OSICONF. The level 3 and 4 checkings are done by 
the Data Base component of OSICONF.

This module belongs to the Display Handler part of OSICONF. The task of 
this module is to check the correctness of user given input values in such 
configuration situations where a parameter has a restricted set of allowed input 
values.
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t******************************************************************

SYSTEM: 
SUBCOMPONENT : 

FILE: 

ABSTRACT :

CREATED :

OSICONF - OSI Configuration software

Display Handler

OCC5264.C

This module checks an input string in a 
form field. This module checks if the input 
value must belong to a predefined set of 
allowed values. If a predefined value set 
must be used, this module checks if the given 
input value matches one of the predefined 
values for the current form input state.

1990-08-20 / Kai Sjlblom / Nokia Data
Systems

EDITIONS: 1990-08-20 / KSj 
1990-09-04 / KSj

DESCRIPTION:

support for 
restricted subsets 
of allowed input 
values. Separate 
search routines are 
used for the tables 
OCD5250.H/OCD5251.H

This function is called when such type 
of input fields are checked for 
validness, that have a predefined set 
of valid values. Usually these fields 
are converted by the conversion rule 
five.

The checking procedure is first 
against the "exception case table", 
ocd5250.h and ONLY IF the current 
form set number and paremeter ID 
of the current input field are 
not BOTH mentioned in the same 
matrix row element there, the 
checking is done against the general 
matrix for allowed input string 
values (ocd5251.h).

PARAMETRES :

ON ENTRY

- pointer to (active) form buffer
- (active) form set number

ON EXIT

- truth value as a return parameter 
TRUE, if OK value
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FALSE, if not a valid input
r****************************************************************/

♦define INCL_BASE

♦include
♦include
♦include
♦include

<os2.h> 
<conio.h> 
<string.h> 
"cb.h" /* Control Block of ErgoForms */

♦include "oc!5200.h" /* OSICONF DH common internal defs */
♦include "OCS5250.h" /* Struct of input value subsets

♦include "OCS5251.h" /*
table row */
Struct of literal conver. table row */

♦include "OCS5252.h" /* Structure of Data base for parameter

♦include "OCS5254.h" /*
IDs and parameter properties */
Struct for parameter_IDs/form -table */

int occ5264_check_if_ok_value(ptrto_form_buffer, form_set_nr)

BYTE *ptrto_form_buffer;/* ptr to level 2 or 3 form buf start
(= ptr to 1st byte of active form 
buffer) */

int form_set_nr; /* nr of form set shown */

{

struct sOCS5252_ID_EXPLANATION *occ5245_find_row(int);

Struct S OC S 5 2 5 4_F RM_P ARAM_ID_TBL_ELEM
* occ 5 2 4 7_pt rto_1st_id_оf_f rm (
struct sOCS5254_FRM_PARAM_ID_TBL_ELEM *,
int) ;

BYTE *occ5254_form_par_db_addr();

Struct sOCS5250_INP_VAL_SUBSETS_TBL
*occ5266_get_idptr_in_ocd5250(int,int);

Struct s OC S 5 2 51_LITERAL_CONV_TВL
*occ5267_get_idptr_in_ocd5251(int);

Struct sOCS5250_INP_VAL_SUBSETS_TBL
*pOCD52 5 0_INP_VAL_SUBSETS_TBL;

Struct sOCS5250_INP_VAL_SUBSETS_TBL
*pOCD5250_lST_SUBSET_ROW_FOR_ID;

struct sOCS5251_LITERAL_CONV_TBL
*pOCD5251_LITERAL_CONV_TBL;

S0CS5251_LITERAL_C0NV_TBL
*pOCD5251_lST_LITROW_FOR_ID;

struct
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Struct sOCS5252_ID_EXPLANATION
* pOCD5 2 5 2_ID_EXP LANATION;

/* current ptr to a param 
ID explanation row in 
ocd5252.h */

St ruet SOCS5254_FRM_PARAM_ID_TBL_ELEM
* pOCD 52 5 4_F RM_P ARAM_I D_TB L_E LEM ;

Struct s OC S 5 2 5 4_F RM_P ARAM_ID_TВ L_E LEM
*pOCD5254_FRM_PARAM_ID_TABLE;

/* ptr to tbl start, see ocd5254.h */

struct data_field_attributes *FIELD_ATTR;
/* used to access CB.H structure in virtual form buffer */

BYTE *ptr_to_active_field;
int offset_to_active_field;
int offset_counter;
int *pt r_t o_pa r am_id;
int parámeter_id;
int searched_parameter_id;
int conversion_rule;
int old_lit_found; /* boolean value */
int unpacked_data_length;
int cmp_status;
int ch; /* an user input char */

/* get offset from active form data buffer start to current field */

FIELD_ATTR = (struct data_field_attributes *)
(CB.virtual_buffer + CB.current_data_field); /* see CB.H */

/* Get offset from virtual form buffer start to current
active field. Use a variable in CB.H to get the information */

offset_to_active_field = (int) (FIELD_ATTR->data_bu f_o f fset);

/* get (far) pointer to start of the active data field */

ptr_to_active_field = ptrto_form_buffer + offset_to_active_field;

/**************** ***************************************************
*

* Find out the ID of the parameter that is located starting at
* the current data buffer offset
*

*******************************************************************/

pOCD52 5 4_FRM_PARAM_ID_TABLE =
(Struct
sOCS5254_FRM_PARAM_ID_TBL_ELEM *)occ5254_form_par_db_addr(); 

pOCD 52 5 4_FRM_PARAM_ID_TBL_ELEM = occ5247_ptrtO_lst_id_of_frm(
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(struct
sOCS5254_FRM_PARAM_ID_TBL_ELEM 
*)pOCD5254_FRM_PARAM_ID_TABLE, 
form_set_nr);

/* pOCD5254_FRM_PARAM_ID_TВL_ELEM points now to 1st 
param ID belonging to form_set_nr */

ptr tO_param id = (int *)pOCD5254_FRM_PARAM_ID_TBL_ELEM;

if (offset_to_active_field == 0) /* is active field first field? */

{ /* yes, handle first this special case */

/* jmp over special IDs (3001...3099) that are reserved 
to indicate nested CDBs */

parameter_id = *ptr_to_param_id; /* get param id */ 
if ((parameter_id > 3000) AND (parameter_id < 3100))

{/* skip this ID in the table */ 
ptr_to_param_id++;
parámeter_id = *ptr_to_param_id; /* get next param id */ 
if (parameter_id == -1)

return(TRUE); /* should never happen */
}

/* point to row for active field param */

pOCD5252_ID_EXPLANATION = OCC5245_find_row(parameter_id); 
unpacked_data_length =

pOCD525 2_ID_EXPLANATION->unp_field_lengt h;

/* the parameter ID and pOCD5252_ID_EXPLANATION for the active 
field are now found */

}
else

{ /* active field is not first field : */

for ( offset_counter = 0 ;
*ptr_to_param_id != -1 ; 
ptr_to_param_id++ )

{parameter_id = *ptr_to_param_id; /* get next param id */

/* jmp over special IDs reserved to indicate nested CDBs */

if ((parameter_id > 3000) AND (parameter_id < 3100))
{ /* skip this ID in the table */ 
pt r_to_param_id++;
parameter_id = *ptr_to_param_id; /* get next param id */

if (parameter_id == -1)
return(TRUE); /* should never happen */

}

pOCD5252_ID_EXPLANATION = occ5245_find_row(parameter_id); 
unpacked_data_length =

pOCD5252_ID_EXPLANATION->unp_field_length;
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offset_counter = offset_counter + unpacked_data_length;

if (offset_counter == offset_to_active_field)
{

ptr_to_param_id++;
parameter_id = *ptr_to_param_id; /* get next param id */

/* point to row for active field param */
pOCD 525 2_ID_EXP LANATION = cc5245_find_row(parameter_id);
unpacked_data_length =

pOCD5252_ID_EXPLANATION->unp_field_length;

break; /* the parameter ID for the active 
field is found */

} /* end if */
if (offset_counter > offset_to_active_field)

return(TRUE); /* the parameter ID for the active field
was not found, maybe a split field was 
entered. Anyway, split fields should 
not contain scrollable literal 
constants */

} /* end for */
} /* end else */

/* the parameter ID and pOCD5252_ID_EXPLANATION for the active 
field are now found */

if (*ptr_to_param_id == -1)
return(TRUE); /* this is for safety, should not ever happen */

parameter_id = *ptr_to_param_id; /* get param id */ 
searched_parameter_id = parameter_id;
/* searched_parameter_id contains now the id of the active field */

/*******************************************************************
*

* Get a pointer to the first line in a table that contains
* a literal value for the given ID number.
*

*******************************************************************/

pOCD5250_lST_SUBSET_ROW_FOR_ID =
(Struct sOCS5250_INP_VAL_SUBSETS_TBL *)

occ5 2 6 6_get_idpt r_in_ocd52 5 0(searched_parameter_id,
form_set_nr);

if (pOCD5250_lST_SUBSET_ROW_FOR_ID->param_id == 0)

{/* the param_id/form_set_nr combination WAS NOT mentioned 
in OCD5250.H, so check the table in OCD5251.H */

pOCD5251_lS T_LITROW_FOR_ID =
(Struct sOCS5251_LITERAL_CONV_TBL *)
occ5267_get_idptr_in_ocd5251(searchedjparameter_id);
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/* we now have the right place in literal table,where the 1st 
row containing the particular parameter ID is, or the 0..0 
-row is pointed if the param ID did not exist in OCD5251.H */

if (pOCD 5251_1ST_LITROW_FOR_ID->pa ram_id == 0)
return(TRUE); /* ID was not in either table, so do nothing

for the active field since no set of 
of allowed input string values has been 
defined for the current parameter ID */

/*******************************************************************

* The param_id/form_set_nr combination WAS NOT mentioned
* in OCD5250.H, so use the table in OCD5251.H
*******************************************************************/

/* we now have the right place in literal table, where the first 
row containing the particular parameter ID is */

/*******************************************************************
*

* Search the (old) literal alternative to be changed.
*

*******************************************************************/

old_lit_found = FALSE;
for ( pOCD5251_LITERAL_CONV_TBL = pOCD5251_1ST_LITROW_FOR_ID; 

pOCD5251_LITERAL_CONV_TBL->param_id --
searched_parameter_id ;

pOCD5251_LITERAL_CONV_TBL++ )
{
cmp_status =

Strncmp (p0CD5251_LITERAL_C0NV_TBL->ptrtO_unp_field, 
ptr_to_active_field, unpacked_data_length);

if (cmp_status == 0)
{
old_lit_found = TRUE;
break; /* string alternative that corresponds to the 

current contents of active field is pointed 
now by pOCD5251_LITERAL_CONV_TBL */

) /* end if */
} /* end for */

}
else

{ /* the param_id/form_set_nr combination WAS mentioned 
in OCD5250.H, so use that table. */

/*******************************************************************
★
* The param_id/form_set_nr combination WAS mentioned
* in OCD5250.H, so use that table.
*

*******************************************************************/

/* we now have the right place in literal table, where the 
first row containing the particular parameter ID is, or
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the 0,0,"" -row is pointed if the param_id/form_set_nr 
did not exist in OCD5250.H */

if (pOCD5250_lST_SUBSET_ROW_FOR_ID->param_id == 0)
return(TRUE); /* do nothing for the active field if no 

subset of allowed input string values 
has been defined for the current 
parameter ID / form_set_nr */

/*******************************************************************
*

* Search the (old) literal alternative to be changed.
*

*******************************************************************/

old_lit_found = FALSE;

for (pOCD 52 5 0_INP_VAL_SUBSETS_TBL =
pOCD52 5 0_1ST_SUBSET_ROW_FOR_ID; 

pOCD5250_INP_VAL_SUBSETS_TBL->param_id == 
searched_parameter_id ; 

pOCD5250_INP_VAL_SUBSETS_TBL++ )
1
cmp_status =

Strncmp (pOCD5250_INP_VAL_SUBSETS_TBL->ptrtO_unp_field, 
ptr_to_active_fieId, unpacked_data_length); 

if (cmp_status == 0)
{
old_lit_found = TRUE;
break; /* string alternative that corresponds to the 

current contents of active field is pointed 
now by pOCD5250_INP_VAL_SUBSETS_TBL */

) /* end if */
} /* end for */

) /* end else */
/*******************************************************************
*

* Now return the truth value about the validness of input field.
*

*******************************************************************/

/* return FALSE if the field was empty or it contained some user- 
keyed garbage, or return TRUE if the input string was a valid, 
in file OCD5250.H or OCD5251.H -mentioned literal */

return(old_lit_found);

}


